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CA Hardware Interface Service and CA Mainframe Connector

1 Release Notes and Overview

Includes a release and product overview.

CA Hardware Interface Service enables a product to retrieve information from the Hardware Management Console (HMC). A
product can send a query to the service. The service, in turn, interrogates the HMC through the Base Control Program internal
interface (BCPii).

CA Mainframe Connector enables client products to manage the Linux resources on z/VM systems. The feature provides the z/
VM and Linux message, and command and response services that client products use to manage the Linux resources. 

CA Mainframe Connector and CA Hardware Interface Service for z/OS are add-on, optional components for CA
SOLVE:Operations© Automation and CA OPS/MVS Event Management and Automation only. They are not used by any
other CA Technologies products. CA Hardware Interface Service and CA Mainframe Connector were included as optional
components of CA Common Services for z/OS 14.1. These components are removed from CA Common Services for z/
OS 15.0. 

These components are now packaged and installed through a single PAX file. You can install either or both components.
See Install and Configure for more history and guidance about the installation process.

  

Audience

To install both components, you must have knowledge in the following areas:

• JCL
• TSO/ISPF
• z/OS environment and installing software in this environment
• z/OS UNIX System Services
• Your organization IT environment, enterprise structure, and region structure

Consult with the following personnel, as required:

• Systems programmer for z/OS and VTAM definitions
• Storage administrator for DASD allocations

Also, to install CA Mainframe Connector, you must understand z/VM and Linux on z/VM environments and how to install
software in these environments. 

To do so, you work with the following personnel:

• Systems programmers for TCP/IP definitions, z/VM, and Linux
• Security administrators for access authorities

How the Hardware Interface Service Works

The CA Hardware Interface Service enables a product to retrieve information from the Hardware Management Console
(HMC). A product can send a query to the service, which in turn interrogates the HMC through the Base Control Program
internal interface (BCPii). This illustration gives an overview of how the Hardware Interface Service works:
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Figure 1: LPAR Copy

The service provides a topology model with the following entities:
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•  Enterprise
Provides a top-level anchor for the entire topology. The HWICONAME parameter defines the name of this entity.

•  Installation
Provides a second-level entity in the topology. The HWIDCNAME parameter defines the name of this entity.

•  Ensemble
Represents a Central Processor Complex (CPC) and other hardware (such as zEnterprise BladeCenter Extension (zBX)) at
an installation. An Ensemble entity takes the name of the CPC entity it owns.

•  CPC
Represents a z/Series processor complex. A CPC typically comprises one or more LPARs.

•  LPAR
Is a division of a CPC. The division can be physical, logical, or a combination of the two. An LPAR can also be known as
an image.

•  Capacity Records
Contains the capacity information for the parent CPC.

•  Profiles
Acts as a parent for the following types of profile entities:

• Load activation profiles
• Image activation profiles
• Reset activation profiles

How the CA Mainframe Connector Works

CA Mainframe Connector enables client products to manage the Linux resources on z/VM systems. The feature provides the
z/VM and Linux message and command and response services that client products use to manage the Linux resources. The
feature consists of the following components:

• A z/OS region (or task)
• A z/VM agent on each z/VM system that hosts the Linux systems you want to manage through the client products
• A Linux agent on each Linux system

The following illustration shows the main components and the flow of data:
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The feature has the following main components:

 z/OS Region
Provides the following TCP/IP servers for the traffic between client products and the agents. You can use the following
command to determine the status of these servers: F,rname,SERVERS.

•  VMMON
Provides the following services to the z/VM agents:

• To receive unsolicited z/VM events and messages from the agents.
• To provide a command and response interface for the agents.

This server sets up the port to which z/VM agents connect.
•  SYSLOG

Receives the messages from the syslog daemon. This server sets up the port to which the syslog daemon on each Linux
system connects.

•  UNSOLMSG
Passes unsolicited events and messages to client products. This server sets up the port to which client products connect.

•  COMMANDS
Provides a command and response interface between client products and agents:
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• For the z/VM agents, the end-to-end command flow is client product, COMMANDS server, VMMON server, and z/
VM agent. The reverse applies to the response flow.

• For the Linux agents, the end-to-end command flow is client product, COMMANDS server, and Linux agent. The
reverse applies to the response flow. This server communicates directly with a Linux agent. All Linux agents to be
connected must set up their ports using the same port number.

You configure and run the region on the same z/OS system where your client products run. The task serves multiple z/VM and
Linux agents.

 z/VM Agent 

Provides the following services:

• To pass unsolicited z/VM events and messages to client products through the z/OS region
• To accept the z/VM commands from client products through the z/OS region
• To return the responses to client products through the z/OS region

You configure and run an agent on each z/VM system that hosts the Linux systems that you want to manage through client
products.

 Linux Agent 

Provides the following services:

• To accept the Linux commands from client products through the z/OS region
• To return the responses to client products through the z/OS region

You configure an agent on each Linux system you want to manage through client products. The agent is started automatically
after the syslog daemon connects with the z/OS region.

New Feature for CA Hardware Interface Service

The TEMPCAP command was added after the release of CA Hardware Interface Service and CA Mainframe Connector r2.0 at
Service Update 2.

To obtain the TEMPCAP command, apply PTF R098747.

The TEMPCAP command controls temporary capacity for a CPC. For details about using the command, see Textual
Commands.

2 Install and Configure

Includes the steps to download, install, and configure this product.

You can optionally install the CA Hardware Interface Service and CA Mainframe Connector, using the following information:

  

Guidance for Existing CA Common Services Users 

If you have already installed CA Hardware Interface Service and CA Mainframe Connector into a CA Common Services 14.1
CSI, you can continue to use the components while CA Common Services 14.1 is supported in your organization. Apply fixes
individually as required. You do not have to install CA Hardware Interface Service and CA Mainframe Connector r2.0 Service
Update 2 - 1707, which is the PAX file for this installation.

Before you uninstall CA Common Services14.1 at your organization, re-install CA Hardware Interface Service and CA
Mainframe Connector into a new CSI.

You can install either or both components into an SMP/e CSI that does not belong to CA Common Services. 

Environment, Naming, and LINKLIST Requirements

Warning:

Install the software into new stand-alone z/OS SMP/E environment using default zones names (defaults = CAIT77 and
CAID77).

If you install the software into a shared z/OS SMP/E environment, do not use the same zone names as the ones for
any of the following software: CA Chorus, CA CMDB Connector, CA NetMaster, CA OPS/MVS WebCenter, or CA
SOLVE. Doing so overwrites the version-specific modules, resulting in software failures.

Also do not add LOAD libraries to LINKLIST. 

https://support.ca.com/irj/portal/solncdndtls?aparNo=RO98747&os=OS&fc=1&actionID=3
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Installation and Configuration Process

CA Hardware Interface Service is packaged in the FMID CC2D770.

CA Mainframe Connector is packaged in the FMIDs CC2D770, CC2D771, and CE2J200.

Thus, when you install the CA Mainframe Connector FMIDs, you also install CA Hardware Interface Service (FMID
CC2D770). If you plan to use CA Mainframe Connector only, you can skip the configuration tasks for CA Hardware Interface
Service. Similarly, if you plan to use CA Hardware Interface Service only, you can skip the configuration tasks for CA
Mainframe Connector.

Perform the following tasks to install and configure the components:

1.  Prepare to Install 
2. Install the components using one of the following methods:

•  Install using CA CSM 
•  Install using the installation utility  

3.  Apply maintenance.
Follow the maintenance procedure for your installation method (CA CSM or installation utility).

4. Configure the components and, if applicable, deploy them. Use one of the following methods:

•  Deploy and configure using CA CSM, if you used CA CSM to install the components
•  Configure using the installation utility, if you used the utility to install the components

5. Perform these additional configuration tasks. These tasks apply whether you used CA CSM or the installation utility to
perform the installation and configuration tasks in the previous steps

•  Perform additional configuration tasks for CA Hardware Interface Service.
•  Perform additional configuration tasks for CA Mainframe Connector.

 

 Prepare to Install
To prepare for the installation, confirm the following requirements and complete the preparation
worksheet:

To prepare for the installation, confirm the following requirements and complete the preparation worksheet:

Operation System Requirements for Hardware Interface Service Only

The system must have a currently supported version of z/OS with BCPii.

Operation System Requirements for CA Mainframe Connector Only

• You must have a currently supported version of z/OS.
• Your z/VM system must satisfy the following requirements:

• The system has a currently supported version of z/VM.
• The system has at least one of the following libraries for REXX:

• Library for REXX on zSeries (5695-014)
• Alternate Library for REXX on zSeries Version 1.4.0 for use with z/VM

Note:  If you do not have the Library for REXX, you can acquire the Alternate Library from:http://www.ibm.com/support/
docview.wss?rs=960&uid=swg24006250.

• Your Linux system must have an IBM-certified version of one of the following operating systems:

• Red Hat at minimum release level 6
• SuSE at minimum release level 11.1

Data Set Requirements 

The following requirements apply to both Hardware Interface Service and CA Mainframe Connector::

• Your executable version of the following SMP/E target data set must be accessible:

• your-HLQ-prefix.CC2DLINK must be accessible through system Linklist.
• your-HLQ-prefix.CAI.CC2DLOAD must be accessible through JCL STEPLIB.

http://www.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?rs=960&uid=swg24006250
http://www.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?rs=960&uid=swg24006250
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Warning:

Because this load library contains common CA Management Services modules, if any of the following software
is installed at your site do not linklist this library: CA Chorus, CA CMDB Connector, CA NetMaster, CA
OPS/MVS WebCenter, or CA SOLVE. Doing so can impact backward and forward compatibility with these
software products.

• your-HLQ-prefix.CC2DLPA must be accessible through LPA.

CA Common Services Requirements

The following requirement applies to both Hardware Interface Service and CA Mainframe Connector:

The CA Common Services load library must be accessible to the address space for both components through the JCL
STEPLIB or system LNKLST.

Storage Requirements for Hardware Interface Service Only

Hardware Interface Service has the following 3390 DASD space requirements:

• If you are using CA CSM or ESD, the following z/OS UNIX file system space is required for the downloaded and
unpacked files: 16 MB.

• For installation and setup, the following spaces are required:

• Installation = 110 cylinders
• IBM System Modification Program Extended (SMP/E) libraries = 40 cylinders
• Setup = 2 cylinders
• Setup temporary work area = 25 cylinders

Storage Requirements for CA Mainframe Connector Only

CA Mainframe Connector has the following 3390 DASD space requirements:

• If you are using CA CSM or ESD, the following z/OS UNIX file system space is required for the downloaded and
unpacked files: 115 MB.

• For installation and setup, the following spaces are required:

• Installation = 890 cylinders
• IBM System Modification Program Extended (SMP/E) libraries = 40 cylinders
• Setup = 195 cylinders
• Setup temporary work area = 430 cylinders
• z/OS UNIX file system space = 20 KB

Each deployed z/VM agent has the following space requirement: 3 cylinders

The Linux agent has the following Linux file system space requirements:

• 15 KB for the RPM file
• 35 KB for the installed files

Security Requirements 

The following requirements apply to both Hardware Interface Service and CA Mainframe Connector:

When you prepare your z/OS task for startup, the following authorities are required on your system:

• You have the READ authority to data sets with a prefix of CAI.*.
• You have the UPDATE authority to the following data sets or libraries:

• Started task PROCLIB that stores the run-time JCL job, for example, SYS1.PROCLIB
• SYS1.PARMLIB to APF-authorize run-time load libraries
• Master catalog, a requirement if you intend to define alias entries for data set prefixes

Security Requirements for CA Mainframe Connector Only

You require access to UNIX System Services (USS).

When you prepare your z/VM agents for startup, the UPDATE authority to the system directory is required on your z/VM
systems.

When you install and prepare your Linux agents for startup, root permissions are required on your Linux systems.

Preparation Worksheet
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During the installation and setup process, you enter values that are used to perform the following tasks:

• Allocate data sets
• Set initial parameters
• Prepare for the use of your product

You can print this worksheet to record the values that are needed for your site when installing the product.

Product Unloading Information

To facilitate the unloading of product files onto your system, you gather information about the source and destination of the
files.

If you plan to download the product using ESD, gather the following information:

• USS directory
Is where you download the product archive file into.
______________________________________________________
Example: …/CA/CAESD/

• Data set prefix
Is the prefix (dsnpref) of the data sets to which you copy the retrieved product files. The data set names have the following
format: dsnpref.CAI.data_set_type.
______________________________________________________

Job Information

Gather the following job information:

• Batch job class
Record the value that your site uses here:
Class = ____________________

SMP/E CSI Information

Gather the following information:

• SMP/E CSI data set
Defines the CSI data set that you want to use:
_______________________________________

Warning:  Install the software into new stand-alone z/OS SMP/E environment using default zones names (defaults
= CAIT77 and CAID77).

If you install the software into a shared z/OS SMP/E environment, do not use the same zone names as the ones for
any of the following software: CA Chorus, CA CMDB Connector, CA NetMaster, CA OPS/MVS WebCenter, or
CA SOLVE. Doing so overwrites the version-specific modules, resulting in software failures.

Also do not add LOAD libraries to LINKLIST.

• Target zone
Defines the target zone that you want to use:
____________________

• Distribution zone
Defines the distribution zone that you want to use:
____________________

IBM Data Set Information

Gather the following information related to IBM data sets:

• Language Environment Parameters

Record these language environment values:

• Language Environment link-edit input 2 
Record the value that your site uses here: 
SCEEBND2 = ____________________
Default: CEE.SCEEBND2

• Language Environment link-edit input 
Record the value that your site uses here: 
SCEELIB = ____________________
Default: CEE.SCEELIB
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• Language Environment library 
Record the value that your site uses here: 
SCEELKED = ____________________
Default: CEE.SCEELKED

• IBM macros

Record the value that your site uses here:

MODGEN = ______________________

Default: SYS1.MODGEN

SMP/E Member Information

Gather the following information related to members required by SMP/E:

• Data set that contains the GIMZPOOL member
Record the value that your site uses here:
____________________
Default: SYS1.MACLIB

Prefixes for Setup Data Sets

Use these prefixes for high-level qualifiers for the different data set groups.

Record the values that your site uses here:

• JCL library for generated setup members
Data Set Prefix = ____________________
Management class = ____________________
Storage class = ____________________
Volume serial number = ____________________
Unit = ____________________

• Prefix for local sequential data sets
Record the value that your site uses here:
____________________
Default: dsnpref (The actual prefix is formed by appending the region name, dsnpref.rname.)

• Prefix for shareable PARMLIB data sets
Record the value that your site uses here:
____________________
Default: dsnpref

Setup Information for Hardware Interface Service

Gather the following information for each service instance you plan to set up in the following worksheet:

• Name of the service started task (hisname)
Record the value that your site uses here:
____________________

• Subsystem ID for the started task
Record the value that your site uses here:
SSID = ____________________
Default: HIS

• Company name
Specifies the name of the company. This value anchors the topology model.
______________________________________________________________

• Data center name
Specifies the name of the data center. This value defines the second-level entity in the topology.
______________________________________________________________

Linux Agent Location for CA Mainframe Connector

Gather the following information:

• Linux Connector Agent location
Specifies the z/OS UNIX file system path name for the Linux agent directory. This directory must exist and is used as the
SMP/E target library for the agent.
________________________________________________
Default: path_prefix/cai/CASoftware/CCS/LNXCN
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z/OS Region Setup for CA Mainframe Connector

Gather the following information for each z/OS region you plan to set up in the following worksheet:

• Region name (rname)
Record the value that your site uses here:
____________________

• TCPIP.DATA data set name

Specifies the name of the configuration data set used by IBM Communications Server:

____________________

Default: TCPIP.DATA

SiLNXPRM Parameter Member in z/OS Region for CA Mainframe Connector

• Command on ABEND
Specifies the command in response to a z/OS region abend. Typically, you specify the START rname command.
ABENDCMD = ____________________

• TCP/IP stack type
Specifies the type of stack:

• IBM indicates the IBM Communications Server using Internet Protocol Version 4 (IPv4).
• IBMV6 indicates the IBM Communications Server using Internet Protocol Version 6 (IPv6).
• TCPAXS indicates CA TCPaccess Communications Server for z/OS.

STACKTYPE = ____________________

• TCP/IP stack job name
(IBM TCP/IP stack) Specifies the stack job name.
STACKNAME = ____________________

• CA TCPaccess Communications Server for z/OS subsystem ID
(CA TCPaccess Communications Server for z/OS TCP/IP stack) Specifies the stack subsystem ID.
STACKSSID = ____________________

• z/VM interface port
Specifies the port number that z/VM agents use to connect to the region. The same port must be specified in the z/VM
agent configuration.
IPPORT = ____________________
Default: 2636
Range: 1024 through 65535

• Linux interface port
Specifies the port number that the region uses to connect to the Linux agents. This port is specified in the Linux agent
configuration.
LXPORT = ____________________
Default: 2636 (port of the SOLVE service in the xinetd configuration on the Linux systems)
Range: 1024 through 65535

• syslog interface port
Specifies the port number that syslog uses to connect to the region. The same port must be specified in the syslog
configuration.
SLPORT = ____________________
Default: 601
Range: 1 through 65535

• Message port
Specifies the port number that is used to deliver unsolicited messages to client products. You can specify an unused port
number (static) or a token (up to 16 bytes) that acquires a port number dynamically. The same configuration must be
specified in the client products.
We recommend using a token.
MSGPORT or MSGTOKEN= ____________________
Default: CALINUXUNSOLMSG: (a token)
Range: 1024 through 65535 for MSGPORT

• Command port
Specifies the port number that is used for commands and responses with client products. You can specify an unused port
number (static) or a token (up to 16 bytes) that acquires a port number dynamically. The same configuration must be
specified in the client products.
We recommend using a token.
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CMDPORT or CMDTOKEN = ____________________
Default: CALINUXCOMMANDS: (a token)
Range: 1024 through 65535 for CMDPORT

• Multiclient connections
Specifies whether to permit multiple clients to connect to the UNSOLMSG server. Permitting multiclient connections
degrades the performance.
Values: NO and YES

z/VM Agent Configuration in z/OS Region for CA Mainframe Connector

Gather the following information about the z/OS region for each z/VM agent you plan to configure in the following worksheet:

• z/VM agent user ID
Specifies the z/VM user ID you want to assign to the agent.
____________________

• VOLSER of DASD for minidisk
Specifies the VOLSER of the DASD where the minidisk for the agent is located.
____________________

• Starting cylinder for minidisk
Specifies the cylinder where the minidisk starts.
______

• Host name or IP address
Specifies the host name or IP address of the z/OS system on which the region runs:
____________________

Warning:  If you specify an IP address, it must be an IPv4 address. The z/VM agent uses REXX sockets, and z/
VM REXX sockets do not support IPv6.

• z/VM interface port
Specifies the corresponding port number in the SiLNXPRM parameter member for the region:
____________________

 Install Using CA CSM
As a system programmer, your responsibilities include acquiring, installing, maintaining, deploying, and
configuring CA mainframe products on your system.

As a system programmer, your responsibilities include acquiring, installing, maintaining, deploying, and configuring CA
mainframe products on your system.

CA Chorus™ Software Manager (CA CSM) is an application that simplifies and unifies the management of your CA
mainframe products on z/OS systems. As products adopt the CA CSM services, you can install your products in a common
way according to industry best practices.

If you do not have CA CSM installed, download it from the Download Center at the CA Support Online website. This web
page also contains links to the complete documentation for CA CSM. For additional information about how to use CA CSM,
use the online help.

To use CA CSM to install CA Hardware Interface Service and CA Mainframe Connector, complete the following tasks, in
sequential order. Use the CA CSM online help to complete each task.

Acquire CA Hardware Interface Service and CA Mainframe Connector

The Product Acquisition Service (PAS) simplifies and manages product acquisition tasks. Acquisition allows you to download
products and product maintenance from the CA Support Online website to a USS directory structure on your system. The
products to which your site is entitled and the releases available are displayed in the Available Products section on the Products
page.

You perform the following high-level tasks to acquire a product using CA CSM:

1. Set up a CA Support Online account.
To use CA CSM to acquire or download a product, you must have a CA Support Online account. If you do not have an
account, create one on the CA Support Online website.

2. Determine the CA CSM URL for your site.
To access CA CSM, you require its URL. You can get the URL from your site CA CSM administrator and log in using
your z/OS credentials. When you log in for the first time, you are prompted to create a CA CSM account with your
credentials for the CA Support Online website. This account enables you to download product packages.

http://www.ca.com/support
http://www.ca.com/support
http://www.ca.com/support
http://www.ca.com/support
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3. Log in to CA CSM and go to the Products page to locate the product that you want to manage.
After you log in to CA CSM, you can see the products to which your organization is entitled on the Products tab.
If you cannot find the product that you want to acquire, update the complete product list. CA CSM refreshes the product
list through the CA Support Online website using the site IDs associated with your credentials for the CA Support Online
website.

4. Download the product installation packages.
After you find your product in the product list, you can download the product installation packages.
CA CSM downloads (acquires) the packages (including any maintenance packages) from the CA Support Online website.

After the acquisition process completes, the product is ready for you to install or maintain.

Install CA Hardware Interface Service and CA Mainframe Connector

The Software Installation Service (SIS) simplifies and manages SMP/E installation tasks. You can browse and install a product
that you acquired and that is available in the product list on the Products page. You can also install the maintenance for the
products that are currently installed in a managed SMP/E environment on the driving system.

You perform the following high-level tasks to install a product using CA CSM:

1. (Optional) Configure base installation settings.
2. (Optional) Configure a working set of SMP/E environments
3. Initiate product installation and review product information.
4. Select an installation type.
5. Review installation prerequisites if any are presented.
6. Take one of the following steps to select an SMP/E environment:

• Create an SMP/E environment:

1.1 Set up the global zone.
2.1 Create a target zone.
3.1 Create a distribution zone.

• Use an existing SMP/E environment from your working set:

1.1 Update the global zone.
2.1 Set up the target zone: Create a target zone or use an existing target zone.
3.1 Set up the distribution zone: Create a distribution zone or use an existing distribution zone.

Note:   If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. We recommend that you use new target and distribution zones for
this installation so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

7. Review the installation summary and start the installation.
8. (Optional) Review pending tasks for the SMP/E environment where you are installing your product. Continue the

installation, if applicable.

Install the Linux Agent for CA Mainframe Connector

Warning:  Perform this task only if you have installed CA Mainframe Connector. You perform this task manually,
without using CA CSM.

The Linux agent software is packaged in an RPM file. During the SMP/E installation process, the file is placed in a nominated
z/OS UNIX file system directory. The file name has the following format:

textcalxagnt-v.r-1.s390x.rpm

 To install the Linux Agent for CA Mainframe Connector, follow these steps:

1. Transfer the file to a Linux on z/VM system into the following directory:

• For SuSE, /usr/src/packages/RPMS/s390x
• For Red Hat, /usr/src/redhat/RPMS/s390x

http://www.ca.com/support
http://www.ca.com/support
http://www.ca.com/support
http://www.ca.com/support
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2. Install the Linux agent software using the following command:

textrpm -Uhv rpm_file_name 

Note:  You maintain the Linux agent by upgrading to a new RPM file.

 Install Using Installation Utility
CA Hardware Interface Service and CA Mainframe Connector supply their own installation utility. You
can use this utility to install one or both components. When you use the utility, you acquire a product pax
file from CA Support Online website.

CA Hardware Interface Service and CA Mainframe Connector supply their own installation utility. You can use this utility to
install one or both components. When you use the utility, you acquire a product pax file from CA Support Online website.

Warning:

Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation as part of the Pax-Enhanced ESD process requires write authority
to the UNIX System Services (USS) directories used for the process. If you are installing a product that requires USS
such as Agent Technology, Event Management or the version of Tomcat shipped with CA Common Services, you
must have USS authority to perform the installation.

If you are installing only CA Hardware Interface Service using the SAMPJCL method, use the SAMPJCL(C2D*)
members. If you are installing both Hardware Interface Service and CA Mainframe Connector, use the
SAMPJCL(E2J*) members. If you installed CA Mainframe Connector, you have also installed CA Hardware Interface
Service.

You perform the following tasks to install the pax file for the components using the installation utility:

USS Environment Setup

You need a UNIX System Services (USS) directory and a file system with adequate space to perform the following tasks:

• Receive product pax files from http://ca.com/support. 
• Perform utility functions to unpack the pax file into MVS data sets that you can use to complete the product installation.

We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to Pax ESD. The amount of space that you need for
the file system depends on the following variables:

• The size of the pax files that you intend to download.
• Whether you plan to keep the pax files after unpacking them. We do not recommend this practice.

Warning:

Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation as part of the Pax ESD process requires write authority to the UNIX
System Services (USS) directories that are used for the Pax ESD process. In the file system that contains the Pax ESD
directories, you also need free space approximately 3.5 times the pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its
contents. For example, to download and unpack a 14 MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the
file system hosting your Pax ESD directory.

 Allocate and Mount a File System
The product installation process requires a USS directory to receive the pax files and to perform the
unpack steps.

The product installation process requires a USS directory to receive the pax files and to perform the unpack steps.

You can use the zSeries File System (zFS) or hierarchical file system (HFS) for product downloads.

This procedure describes how to perform the following tasks:

• Allocate a zFS or an HFS.
• Create a mount point in an existing maintenance USS directory of your choice.
• Mount the file system on the newly created mount point.

http://www.ca.com/us/support.aspx
http://ca.com/support
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Note:  You must have SUPERUSER authority or the required SAF profile setting to issue the USS mount command for the
file system.

• Optionally, permit write access to anyone in the same group as the person who created the directory.

Warning:  USS commands are case-sensitive.

Follow these steps:

1. Allocate the file system by customizing one of the following samples to your site requirements:

• On a zFS, use the following sample:

//DEFINE   EXEC PGM=IDCAMS
//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*
//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*
//AMSDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*
//SYSIN    DD *
  DEFINE CLUSTER ( +
  NAME(your_zFS_data_set_name) +
  STORAGECLASS(class) +
  LINEAR +
  CYL(primary secondary) +
  SHAREOPTIONS(3,3) +
  )
/*
//FORMAT   EXEC PGM=IOEAGFMT,REGION=0M,
// PARM=('-aggregate your_zFS_data_set_name -compat')
//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*
//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*
//STDOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*
//STDERR   DD   SYSOUT=*
//CEEDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*
//*

• On an HFS, use the following sample:

//ALCHFS EXEC PGM=IEFBR14
//CAPAX  DD   DSN=yourHFS_data_set_name,
//            DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),UNIT=3390,
//            DSNTYPE=HFS,SPACE=(CYL,(primary,secondary,1))

The file system is allocated.

Note:  Ensure that the zFS or HFS data set name that you use conforms to your data set naming conventions for USS
file systems. If the allocation of the file system data set fails, it is because of environmental settings not allowing for the
allocation. On an HFS, try using the ISPF 3.2 Data Set Utility to allocate your HFS data set.
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2. Create a mount point for the file system. This example shows how to create a /CA/CAPAX directory in an existing
directory, /u/maint. From the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following commands:

cd /u/maint/
mkdir CA
cd CA
mkdir CAPAX

Note:  This document refers to this structure as yourUSSpaxdirectory.

The mount point is created.
3. Mount the file system by customizing one of the following samples to your site requirements:

• On a zFS, use the following sample:

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_zFS_data_set_name')
      MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSpaxdirectory')
      TYPE(ZFS)  MODE(RDWR)
      PARM(AGGRGROW)

• On an HFS, use the following sample:

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_HFS_data_set_name')
      MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSpaxdirectory')
      TYPE(HFS)  MODE(RDWR)

The file system is mounted.
4. (Optional) Set security permissions for the directory. You can use the chmod command to let other users access the Pax

ESD directory and its files. For example, to allow write access to the Pax ESD directory for other users in your USS group,
from the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following command:

chmod -R 775 /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

Write access is granted.

Note:  For more information about the chmod command, see the IBM z/OS UNIX System Services User Guide
(SA22-7802).

 Acquire the Product Pax Files
To begin the CA Technologies product installation procedure, copy the product pax file into the USS
directory that you set up.

To begin the CA Technologies product installation procedure, copy the product pax file into the USS directory that you set up.

Warning:
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Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation as part of the Pax ESD process requires write authority to the UNIX
System Services (USS) directories that are used for the Pax ESD process. Also, you must have available USS file
space before you start the installation procedures.

Use one of the following methods:

• Download the product pax file from http://ca.com/support to your PC, and then upload it to your USS file system.
If you download a zip file, you must unzip it before uploading to your USS file system.

• Download the pax files from http://ca.com/support directly to your USS file system.

This section includes the following information:

• A sample batch job to download a product pax file from the CA Support Online FTP server directly to a USS directory on
your z/OS system

• Sample commands to upload a pax file from your PC to a USS directory on your z/OS system

Warning:  The FTP procedures vary due to local firewall and other security settings. Consult your local network
administrators to determine the appropriate FTP procedure to use at your site.

Ensure that sufficient free space is available in the USS file system that you are using to hold the product pax file. If you do not
have sufficient free space, error messages similar to the following appear:

EZA1490I Error writing to data set
EZA2606W File I/O error 133

When the download finishes, the pax file size in your USS directory matches the value in the Size column for the
corresponding pax file on the CA Technologies Products Download window.

Download Files to a PC Using Pax ESD

You can download product installation files from http://ca.com/support to your PC.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to http://ca.com/support, and click Download Center to open the Download Center web page.
2. Under Download Center, select Products from the first drop-down list, and specify the product, release, and gen level (if

applicable), and click Go.
The CA Product Download window appears.

3. Download an entire CA Technologies product software package or individual pax files to your PC. If you download a zip
file, you must unzip it before continuing.

Download Using Batch JCL

You download a pax file from http://ca.com/support by running batch JCL on the mainframe. Use the sample JCL after these
steps (CAtoMainframe.txt) to perform the download.

We recommend that you follow the preferred download method as described on http://ca.com/support. This JCL procedure
is our preferred download method for users who do not use CA CSM. We also include the procedure to download to the
mainframe through a PC in the next section.

Follow these steps:

1. Replace ACCOUNTNO with a valid JOB statement.
2. Replace yourTCPIP.PROFILE.dataset with the name of the TCP/IP profile data set for your system. Consult your local

network administrators, if necessary.
The job points to your profile.

3. Replace YourEmailAddress with your email address.
The job points to your email address.

4. Replace yourUSSpaxdirectory with the name of the USS directory that you use for Pax ESD downloads.
The job points to your USS directory.

5. Locate the product component to download on the CA Support Product Download window.
You have identified the product component to download.

6. Click Download for the applicable file.

Note:  For multiple downloads, add files to a cart.

http://ca.com/support
http://ca.com/support
http://ca.com/support
http://ca.com/support
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The Download Method window opens.
7. Click FTP Request.

Note:  The Review Download Requests window displays any files that you have requested to download. We send you an
email when the file is ready to download or a link appears in this window when the file is available.

8. Select one of the following methods:

• Preferred FTP
Uses CA Technologies worldwide content delivery network (CDN). If you cannot download using this method,
review the security restrictions for servers that company employees can download from that are outside your corporate
network.
Host Name: ftp://ftpdownloads.ca.com

• Alternate FTP
Uses the original download servers that are based on Long Island, New York.
Host Name: ftp://scftpd.ca.com for product files and download cart files and ftp://ftp.ca.com for individual solution
files.

Both methods display the host, user name, password, and FTP location, which you then can copy into the sample JCL.

Note:  The following links provide details regarding FTP: the FTP Help document link in the Review Download Requests
window and the Learn More link available in the Download Methods window.

9. Submit the job.  

Warning:  If your FTP commands are incorrect, it is possible for this job to fail and still return a zero condition
code. Read the messages in the job DDNAME SYSPRINT to verify the FTP succeeded.

After you run the JCL job, the pax file resides in the mainframe USS directory that you supplied.

Example CAtoMainframe.txt, JCL

The following text appears in the attached CAtoMainframe.txt JCL file:

//GETPAX   JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'FTP GET PAX ESD PACKAGE',
//          MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID
//*********************************************************************
//* This sample job can be used to download a pax file directly from  *
//* CA Support Online to a USS directory on your z/OS system.         *
//*                                                                   *
//* When editing the JCL ensure that you do not have sequence numbers *
//* turned on.                                                        *
//*                                                                   *
//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *
//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *
//* 2. The SYSTCPD and SYSFTPD JCL DD statements in this JCL may be   *
//*    optional at your site. Remove the statements that are not      *
//*    required. For the required statements, update the data set     *
//*    names with the correct site-specific data set names.           *
//* 3. Replace "Host" based on the type of download method.           *
//* 4. Replace "YourEmailAddress" with your email address.            *
//* 5. Replace "yourUSSpaxdirectory" with the name of the USS         *
//*    directory used on your system for Pax ESD downloads.           *
//* 6. Replace "FTP Location" with the complete path                  *
//*    and name of the pax file obtained from the FTP location        *
//*    of the product download page.                                  *
//*********************************************************************
//GETPAX   EXEC PGM=FTP,PARM='(EXIT TIMEOUT 120',REGION=0M
//SYSTCPD  DD   DSN=yourTCPIP.PROFILE.dataset,DISP=SHR
//SYSFTPD  DD   DSN=yourFTP.DATA.dataset,DISP=SHR

ftp://ftpdownloads.ca.com
ftp://scftpd.ca.com
ftp://ftp.ca.com
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//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*
//OUTPUT   DD   SYSOUT=*
//INPUT    DD   *
Host
anonymous YourEmailAddress
lcd yourUSSpaxdirectory
binary
get FTP_location
quit
/*

Download Files to Mainframe through a PC

You download the product installation files to your PC and transfer them to your USS system.

Follow these steps:

1. Download the product file Pax ESD to your PC. If you downloaded a zip file, first unzip the file to use the product pax
files.

2. The pax file resides on your PC.

Note:  Do not change the format of the pax.Z.
3. Open a Windows command prompt.

The command prompt appears.
4. Customize and enter the following FTP commands:

textFTP mainframe
userid
password
bin
lcd C:\PC\folder\for\thePAXfile
cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/
put paxfile.pax.Z
quit
exit

• mainframe
Specifies the z/OS system IP address or DNS name.

• userid
Specifies your z/OS user ID.

• password
Specifies your z/OS password.

• C:\PC\folder\for\thePAXfile
Specifies the location of the pax file on your PC.

Note:  If you specify a location that has blanks or special characters in the path name, enclose that value in double
quotation marks.

• yourUSSpaxdirectory
Specifies the name of the USS directory that you use for Pax ESD downloads.

• paxfile.pax.Z
Specifies the name of the pax file to upload.

The pax file is transferred to the mainframe.
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 Create a Product Directory from Pax File
Follow these steps to use the pax command to create a product directory from the pax file. The pax
command performs the following actions:

Follow these steps to use the pax command to create a product directory from the pax file. The pax command performs the
following actions:

• Extracts the files and directories that are packaged within the pax file.
• Creates a USS directory in the same directory structure where the pax file resides.
• Automatically generates a product and level-specific directory name.

Set the current working directory to the directory containing the pax file, and create a directory in your USS directory by
entering the following command:

textpax -rvf pax-filename 

Use the sample JCL that is attached to this page (#unique_15) to extract the product pax file into a product installation
directory.

Follow these steps:

1. Replace ACCOUNTNO with a valid JOB statement.
2. Replace yourUSSpaxdirectory with the name of the USS directory that you use for product downloads.

The job points to your specific directory.
3. Replace paxfile.pax.Z with the name of the pax file.

The job points to your specific pax file.
4. Submit the job.

The job creates the product directory.

Note:  If the PARM= statement exceeds 71 characters, uncomment and use the second form of UNPAXDIR instead. This
sample job uses an X in column 72 to continue the PARM= parameters to a second line.

Example JCL File, Unpackage.txt, to Customize

The following text appears in the attached Unpackage.txt JCL file:

/ESDUNPAX JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'UNPAX PAX ESD PACKAGE',
// MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID
//*********************************************************************
//* This sample job can be used to invoke the pax command to create   *
//* the product-specific installation directory.                      *
//*                                                                   *
//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *
//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *
//* 2. Replace "yourUSSpaxdirectory" with the name of the USS         *
//*    directory used on your system for Pax ESD downloads.           *
//* 3. Replace "paxfile.pax.Z" with the name of the pax file.         *
//* NOTE: If you continue the PARM= statement on a second line,       *
//*       start entering characters in column 16 and make sure        *
//*       the 'X' continuation character is in column 72.             *
//*********************************************************************
//UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,
// PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'
//*UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,
//* PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax                              X
//*             -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'
//STDOUT DD SYSOUT=*
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//STDERR DD SYSOUT=*

 Copy Installation Files to z/OS Data Sets
Use this procedure to invoke the SMP/E GIMUNZIP utility to create MVS data sets from the files in the
product-specific directory.

Use this procedure to invoke the SMP/E GIMUNZIP utility to create MVS data sets from the files in the product-specific
directory.

The file UNZIPJCL in the product directory contains a sample job to GIMUNZIP the installation package. You edit and
submit the UNZIPJCL job to create z/OS data sets.

CA Common Services software components are packaged using four pax files. Therefore, it can be easier to perform this
procedure for all the pax files you require now, instead of coming back to this procedure later. Each pax file contains its own
UNZIPJCL file.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate and read the product readme file or installation notes, if applicable. This file resides in the product-specific directory
that the pax command created. This file contains the product-specific details that you require to complete the installation
procedure.
You have identified the product-specific installation details.

2. Use ISPF EDIT or TSO ISHELL to edit the UNZIPJCL sample job. You can perform this step in one of the following
ways:

• Use ISPF EDIT. Specify the full path name of the UNZIPJCL file.
• Use TSO ISHELL. Navigate to the UNZIPJCL file and use the E line command to edit the file.

The job is edited.
3. Change the SMPDIR DD PATH to the product-specific directory created by the pax command.

Your view is of the product-specific directory.
4. If ICSF is not active, perform the following steps:

1.1 Change the SMPJHOME DD PATH to your Java runtime directory. This directory varies from system to system.
2.1 Perform one of the following steps:

• Change the SMPCPATH DD PATH to your SMP/E Java application classes directory, typically /usr/lpp/smp/
classes/.

• Change HASH=YES to HASH=NO on the GIMUNZIP parameter.

One of the following occurs: ICSF is active or you are using Java.
5. Change all occurrences of yourHLQ to the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for z/OS data sets that the installation process uses.

We suggest that you use a unique HLQ for each expanded pax file to identify uniquely the package. Do not remove CAI
after yourHLQ. Do not use the same value for yourHLQ as you use for the SMP/E RELFILEs.
All occurrences of yourHLQ are set to your high-level qualifier for z/OS data sets.

6. Submit the UNZIPJCL job.
The UNZIPJCL job completes with a zero return code. Messages GIM69158I and GIM48101I in the output and IKJ56228I
in the JES log are acceptable.
GIMUNZIP creates z/OS data sets with the high-level qualifier that you specified in the UNZIPJCL job. You use these data
sets to perform the product installation. The pax file and product-specific directory are no longer needed.

Note:  For more information, see the IBM SMP/E for z/OS Reference (SA22-7772).

 Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation
Submit and run these SAMPJCL members in sequence. Do not proceed with any job until the previous
job has completed successfully.

Submit and run these SAMPJCL members in sequence. Do not proceed with any job until the previous job has completed
successfully.

Warning:

If you are installing only CA Hardware Interface Service using the SAMPJCL method, use the SAMPJCL(C2D*)
members. If you are installing both Hardware Interface Service and CA Mainframe Connector, use the
SAMPJCL(E2J*) members. If you installed CA Mainframe Connector, you have also installed Hardware Interface
Service.
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Each of the following members contains all the FMIDs associated with CA Common Services. Delete any FMIDs or steps
associated with an FMID you do not want to install in each of the members.

Run the installation jobs for the components, as follows:

After you complete the steps in the section that applies to your implementation, the product is ready for you to configure.

Run the Jobs to Install CA Hardware Interface Service Only

Follow these steps to run :the installation jobs for CA Hardware Interface Service only:

Note:  The following steps include instructions to execute the C2DSEDIT macro each time you open a new SAMPJCL
member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the C2DAREAD member, and
submit the C2DEDALL member.

1. Open the SAMPJCL member C2D20RCB in an edit session, and execute the C2DSEDIT macro from the command line.
 C2D20RCB is customized.

2. Submit  C2D20RCB to receive SMP/E base functions and error HOLDDATA.
Your product is received and now resides in the global zone.

3. If an FMID was placed in error, download and receive PTFs from http://ca.com/support.
4. Open the SAMPJCL member  C2D30APB in an edit session, and execute the C2DSEDIT macro from the command line.

C2D30PP is customized.
5. Submit C2D30APB to apply SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option. If you find unresolved hold errors, we

recommend that you note these errors and verify that resolving PTFs are applied before implementing products in
production. Update the JCL to BYPASS the unresolved hold error IDs. After successful completion, rerun APPLY with the
CHECK option removed.
Your product is applied and now resides in the target libraries.

6. Open the SAMPJCL member C2D40ACB in an edit session, and execute the C2DSEDIT macro from the command line.
C2D40ACB is customized.

7. Submit C2D40ACB to accept SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option. After successful completion, rerun APPLY
with the CHECK option removed.
Your product is accepted and now resides in the distribution libraries.

Run the Jobs to Install Both CA Mainframe Connector and CA Hardware Interface Service

Follow these steps to run:the installation jobs for both CA Hardware Interface Service and CA Mainframe Connector:

Note:  The following steps include instructions to execute the E2JSEDIT macro each time you open a new SAMPJCL
member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the E2JAREAD member, and
submit the E2JEDALL member.

1. Open the SAMPJCL member E2J20RCB in an edit session, and execute the E2JSEDIT macro from the command line.
 E2J20RCB is customized.

2. Submit  E2J20RCB to receive SMP/E base functions and error HOLDDATA.
Your product is received and now resides in the global zone.

3. If an FMID was placed in error, download and receive PTFs from http://ca.com/support.
4. Open the SAMPJCL member  E2J30APB in an edit session, and execute the E2JSEDIT macro from the command line.

E2J30PP is customized.
5. Submit E2J30APB to apply SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option. If you find unresolved hold errors, we

recommend that you note these errors and verify that resolving PTFs are applied before implementing products in
production. Update the JCL to BYPASS the unresolved hold error IDs. After successful completion, rerun APPLY with the
CHECK option removed.
Your product is applied and now resides in the target libraries.

6. Open the SAMPJCL member E2J40ACB in an edit session, and execute the E2JSEDIT macro from the command line.
E2J40ACB is customized.

7. Submit E2J40ACB to accept SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option. After successful completion, rerun APPLY
with the CHECK option removed.
Your product is accepted and now resides in the distribution libraries.

 Install Linux Agent for CA Mainframe Connector
 To install the Linux Agent for CA Mainframe Connector, follow these steps:

 To install the Linux Agent for CA Mainframe Connector, follow these steps:

http://ca.com/support
http://ca.com/support
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Warning:  Perform this task only if you have installed CA Mainframe Connector.

The Linux agent software is packaged in an RPM file. During the SMP/E installation process, the file is placed in a nominated
z/OS UNIX file system directory. The file name has the following format:

textcalxagnt-v.r-1.s390x.rpm

1. Transfer the file to a Linux on z/VM system into the following directory:

• For SuSE, /usr/src/packages/RPMS/s390x
• For Red Hat, /usr/src/redhat/RPMS/s390x

2. Install the Linux agent software using the following command:

textrpm -Uhv rpm_file_name 

Note:  You maintain the Linux agent by upgrading to a new RPM file.

 Clean Up the USS Directory
To free file system disk space for subsequent downloads after downloading and processing the pax files
for your CA Technologies product, we recommend removing the files from your USS directory and
deleting unnecessary MVS data sets. You can delete the following items:

Warning:  This procedure is optional. Do not use this procedure until you complete the entire installation process.

To free file system disk space for subsequent downloads after downloading and processing the pax files for your CA
Technologies product, we recommend removing the files from your USS directory and deleting unnecessary MVS data sets.
You can delete the following items:

• Pax file
• Product-specific directory that the pax command created and all of the files in it
• SMP/E RELFILEs, SMPMCS, and HOLDDATA MVS data sets

These data sets have the HLQ that you assigned in the UNZIPJCL job.

Note:  Retain non-SMP/E installation data sets such as yourHLQ.INSTALL.NOTES for future reference.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to your Pax ESD USS directory.
Your view is of the applicable USS directory.

2. Delete the pax file by entering the following command:

textrm paxfile 

• paxfile
Specifies the name of the CA Technologies pax file that you downloaded.

The pax file is deleted.
3. Delete the product-specific directory by entering the following command:

textrm -r product-specific_directory 

• product-specific_directory
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Specifies the product-specific directory that the pax command created.

The product-specific directory is deleted.

Note:  You can also use TSO ISHELL to navigate to the pax file and product-specific directory, and delete them using the D
line command.

 Apply Maintenance
You can apply maintenance for Hardware Interface Service and CA Mainframe Connector using either
CA CSM or the installation utility.

You can apply maintenance for Hardware Interface Service and CA Mainframe Connector using either CA CSM or
the installation utility.

If you installed the components using the installation utility, we recommend that you use the utility to apply maintenance for
the components. Conversely, if you installed the components using CA CSM, we recommend that you use CA CSM to apply
maintenance for the components also.

Product maintenance is provided as system modification program (SMP) fixes. The fixes consist of PTFs applied using the
IBM System Modification Program Extended (SMP/E) tool.

Note:  If an installed SMP fix contains maintenance for the VSAM data sets, you must update those data sets for each region
you have set up.

Apply Maintenance Using CA CSM

To apply maintenance using CA CSM, use the CA CSM online help. 

Apply Maintenance Using the Installation Utility

This section describes how to apply maintenance using the installation utility, instead of using CA CSM. 

Warning:  The dsnpref.CC2DLINK data set must be in your system LNKLST before you start maintenance. You can
also create a STEPLIB to the data set name (DSN) in your TSOPROC (that is, allocate it to ISPLLIB).

Product maintenance is provided as system modification program (SMP) fixes. The fixes consist of PTFs applied using
the IBM System Modification Program Extended (SMP/E) tool.

When you receive SMP fixes, unload them into one of the following data sets:

• A sequential data set
• member of a partitioned data set

You can append multiple SMP fixes into a single data set or member.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that the dsnpref.CC2DLINK data set is in your system LNKLST.
For example, include the following statement in the system LNKLST SYS1.PARMLIB(PROGxx): 

LNKLST ADD NAME(LNKLST00) DSNAME(dsnpref.CC2DLINK)

2. Access the ISPF/PDF Primary Menu, and select the COMMAND option.
The ISPF Command Shell panel appears.

3. At the command prompt, enter and execute the following command:

EXEC 'dsnpref.LX10.CC2DJCL(INSTALL)'

The Install Utility title panel appears.
4. Press Enter.

The Install Utility Primary Menu panel appears.
5. Enter 5.
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The MAINTENANCE Primary Menu panel appears.
6. Enter 3 (Apply individual SMP/E fixes from a DASD data set).

The MAINTENANCE DASD Fixes Data Set Name panel appears.
7. Enter the data set name that contains the SMP fixes to be applied, and press Enter.

The fixes are listed.
8. Review the list, deselect any fixes you do not require, and press Enter.

The maintenance software generates the members in the dsnpref.CNTL data set. When generation is complete, a list of
generated members and a description of what each member does appears.

9. Submit and run the following jobs in sequence. Do not proceed with any job until the previous job has completed
successfully. Each job returns condition code 0 unless otherwise indicated.

• My1RCSMP - Performs an SMP/E RECEIVE on the maintenance and lists existing HOLDDATA and SOURCEIDs
that are already applied. If a job step returns condition code 04, there is no HOLDDATA present. 
Review the information. For any held APARs that you want to apply, add the correct BYPASS HOLDx operands
to the corresponding APPLY control statement for those APARs. Add the operands by manually editing the
My2AKSMP and My3APSMP jobs that contain the SMP control statements.

Note:  For information about the BYPASS HOLDx operands, see the IBM SMP/E Commands Guide.
• My2AKSMP - Performs an SMP/E APPLY CHECK on the maintenance to identify conflicts.
• My3APSMP - Performs an SMP/E APPLY on the maintenance. 
• y  - Is a character that is used to identify the members generated from a fixes data set.

10. Press F3.

The Install Utility Primary Menu panel appears.
If the fix contains maintenance for VSAM data sets (as indicated by HOLDDATA), continue with the procedure to update the
VSAM data sets for the regions you have set up (see page 50). Otherwise, you have finished applying the fix.

HOLDDATA

When you apply maintenance, you typically encounter SMP/E HOLDDATA. We use HOLDDATA to notify your SMP/E
system of SYSMODs that have errors or special conditions.

Code a bypass operand on your APPLY command to install SYSMODs that have holds. Code the bypass operand only after
you have performed the required action, or if you are performing the action after the APPLY, if that is appropriate.

Update VSAM Data Sets 

Warning:  Perform this task only if you have installed CA Mainframe Connector.

If an installed SMP fix contains maintenance for VSAM data sets, select the maintenance option V of the Install Utility. The
option updates the data sets for the regions you have set up.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that the dsnpref.CC2DLINK data set is in your system linklist.
For example, include the following LNKLST statement in SYS1.PARMLIB(PROGxx):

textLNKLST ADD NAME(LNKLST00) DSNAME(dsnpref.CC2DLINK)

Note:  You can also create a STEPLIB to the data set name (DSN) in your TSOPROC (that is, allocate it to ISPLLIB).
2. Access the ISPF/PDF Primary Menu, and select the COMMAND option.

The ISPF Command Shell panel appears.
3. At the command prompt, enter and execute the following command:

EXEC 'dsnpref.CC2DJCL(INSTALL)'

The Install Utility title panel appears.
4. Press Enter.

The Install Utility Primary Menu panel appears.
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5. Enter 5.
The MAINTENANCE Primary Menu panel appears.

6. Enter V (Update MODS, PANELS, and OSCNTL data sets with installed maintenance).
The MAINTENANCE MPO Data Sets panel appears.

7. Review the information, and press Enter.
The maintenance software generates the members in the dsnpref.CNTL data set.

8. Submit and run the job Mz7RFRSH.

• z -  Is a character that is used to identify the members that are generated from a fixes data set that contains
maintenance for VSAM data sets.

The job updates the VSAM data sets.

Note:  The utility also generates the following jobs: Mz90DUMP and Mz91REST. If a shared DASD is not available,
the jobs help you deploy those updates to a target system. The Mz90DUMP job creates a backup data set. The
data set includes the updated VSAM data sets, which you deploy to the target system. This backup data set is
dsnpref.DFDSS.SHAREDz. The Mz91REST job restores the updated VSAM data sets from the backup data sets.

9. Press F3.
The Install Utility Primary Menu panel appears.

10. Press F4 to exit the Install Utility Primary Menu panel and return to the ISPF Command Shell panel, or continue with the
other options.

 Deploy and Configure Using CA CSM
Perform the following tasks to deploy and configure CA Hardware Interface Service and CA Mainframe
Connector using CA CSM.

Perform the following tasks to deploy and configure CA Hardware Interface Service and CA Mainframe Connector using CA
CSM.

If you installed the components using CA CSM, we recommend that you deploy and configure them using CA CSM also.
Conversely, if you installed the components using the installation utility, we recommend that you use the utility to deploy and
configure the components. 

Deploy

The Software Deployment Service (SDS) facilitates product deployment. Deployment is a process of copying SMP/E target
libraries from a driving system (where the CA CSM application server is running) to a target (remote destination) system. The
target system could be the local z/OS system, a remote z/OS system, a staging system, or a sysplex.

Before you can deploy CA Hardware Interface Service and CA Mainframe Connector, complete the following tasks:

• Acquire and install the product (including setting up SMP/E environments), as explained earlier on this page
• Set up the target systems and remote credentials in the system registry.

Note:  If you do not set up remote credentials for target systems, CA CSM prompts you to define remote credentials before
it performs actions that require access to the systems.

You complete the following high-level steps to deploy CA Hardware Interface Service and CA Mainframe Connector using
CA CSM:

1. (Optional) Set up methodologies.

Note:  You can also set up methodologies when creating a deployment.
2. Create the deployment.
3. (Optional) Save the deployment for editing and deploying later.
4. (Optional) Change the deployment: Add and edit systems, products, custom data sets, and methodologies.
5. Deploy:

1.1 Take a snapshot.
2.1 Transmit to target.
3.1 Deploy (unpack) to mainframe environment.

6. (Optional) Delete the deployment.

After the deployment process completes, the product is ready for you to configure.

Configure 
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You can use the SCS component of CA CSM to configure CA Hardware Interface Service and CA Mainframe Connector.

Follow these steps:

1. Select a deployed product to configure from the Deployments tab to open the Create Configuration wizard.
2. Create the configuration, which includes completing each step in the Create Configuration wizard:

1.1 Define a configuration name and select a target system.
2.1 Select configuration functions and options.
3.1 Define system preferences.
4.1 Create target settings.
5.1 Select and edit resources.

3. Build the configuration. The last step of the Create Configuration wizard lets you build the configuration.
4. Implement the configuration. The implementation process in CA CSM is a step-by-step process, which guides you and

provides detailed instructions to start, stop, and manage the steps of the implementation.

Next, perform these additional configuration tasks. These tasks apply whether you used CA CSM or the installation utility to
perform the earlier installation and configuration tasks.

• Perform additional configuration tasks for CA Hardware Interface Service
• Perform additional configuration tasks for CA Mainframe Connector

 Configure Using Installation Utility
If you installed the components using the installation utility, we recommend that you use the utility to
configure the components. Conversely, if you installed the components using CA CSM, we recommend
that you deploy and configure them using CA CSM also.

If you installed the components using the installation utility, we recommend that you use the utility to configure the
components. Conversely, if you installed the components using CA CSM, we recommend that you deploy and configure them
using CA CSM also.

Perform the following tasks to configure CA Hardware Interface Service and CA Mainframe Connector using the installation
utility. When you configure the components using the installation utility, you do not need to deploy the components. However,
if you require a backup of the installation configuration, you can use the *DUMP and *REST members in the CNTL data set to
do so.

After you perform the tasks on this page, also perform the following additional configuration tasks. These tasks apply whether
you used CA CSM or the installation utility to perform the earlier installation and configuration tasks.

• Perform additional configuration tasks for CA Hardware Interface Service
• Perform additional configuration tasks for CA Mainframe Connector

Configure CA Hardware Interface Service

Perform these tasks to configure CA Hardware Interface Service.

Set Up the Service

If you do not use CA CSM to configure the service, use the Install Utility to set up the service. You can reuse the utility to set
up more service instances for the deployment on multiple systems.

During the setup process, you provide the site-specific information that you previously collected. This information is used to
generate the setup JCL jobs.

Warning:   After you have run a setup job, you cannot alter the results using the setup software. You can use the setup
software to create a region, or you can manually customize the JCL members for the existing region.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that the dsnpref.CC2DLINK data set is in your system linklist.
For example, include the following LNKLST statement in SYS1.PARMLIB(PROGxx):

textLNKLST ADD NAME(LNKLST00) DSNAME(dsnpref.CC2DLINK)
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Note:  You can also create a STEPLIB to the data set name (DSN) in your TSOPROC (that is, allocate it to ISPLLIB).
2. At the ISPF/PDF TSO Command Shell prompt, execute the following command:

textEXEC 'dsnpref.CC2DJCL(INSTALL)'

The Install Utility panel appears.

Note:   On each of the Install Utility panels, you can use the following keys:

• Enter to proceed to the next panel
• F1 to display the online help
• F3 to return to the previous panel
• F4 to exit and return to the main menu 

3. Press Enter.
The Install Utility Primary Menu panel appears.

4. Perform the following steps:

1.1 Enter 1.
The Parameters Primary Menu panel appears.

2.1 Enter A to start the parameter review process.
The first of a sequence of Parameters panels appears.

3.1 Specify the name of the CSI data set and zones that were used during the installation. Press Enter.
4.1 Complete each of the panels as they open. Press Enter at the completion of each panel. You can take the default

options or can specify site-specific values.
5. Enter 4.

The SETUP Primary Menu panel appears.
6. Enter 1.

A panel appears for you to define the region name.
7. Enter the name (rname), an ID (i), and a description of the region you are setting up.

• i
Is an alphanumeric character that differentiates the setup for different regions.

The Install Utility uses the name that you entered to generate the started task JCL job. For example, if you enter
REGION01 as the name, your started task JCL job is REGION01.

8. Complete each of the SETUP panels as they open. Accept the default values, or specify site-specific values.
The setup software generates a series of jobs in the dsnpref.CNTL data set.

9. Submit and run the following jobs in the listed sequence. Do not proceed with any job until the previous job has
completed successfully. Each job returns condition code 0 if successful.

• Si2SHALC
Allocates the shared run-time data sets.

• Si5LDPDS
Copies some PDS members to dsnpref.PARMLIB for use by the region. The member names include the Si prefix (for
example, SiHISPRM).

Note:  The utility also generates the following two jobs: Si90DUMP and Si91REST. If a shared DASD is not available,
the jobs help you deploy the configuration files for your region to a target system. The Si90DUMP job creates a backup
data set that includes the configuration files for the region, which you deploy to the target system. The backup data set is
dsnpref.DFDSS.SHARED (containing files that multiple regions can share). The Si91REST job, when submitted on the
target system, restores the configuration files from the backup data set. In addition to deploying the configuration files,
you also deploy the target libraries. CA CSM can help you with this deployment.

10. Press F3.
You return to the Primary Menu panel 

Prepare the Service Started Task

The Install Utility generates a started task member for each service instance you set up. Review it to verify that it meets your
site-specific requirements. You can then copy it to a procedure library with the required authority.

Note:   To assist you with the future deployment, you can update the started task member to use z/OS static system symbols.

Follow these steps:
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1. Review and update the DD statements in the service started task member dsnpref.CNTL(hisname) for your site-specific
requirements.

2. Copy the reviewed member to SYSx.PROCLIB.
3. Grant the user ID associated with the service UPDATE authority on the run-time data sets created by the installation and

setup processes.
4. Authorize the user ID of the service for the BCPii application program interface (API) and resources.

APF-Authorize the Load Libraries

Most products have their own load library but also require the load libraries of supporting services. The CC2DLOAD load
library must be APF-authorized.

To APF-authorize your load libraries, add the run-time load libraries to the APF list, SYS1.PARMLIB(IEAAPFxx).

To dynamically APF-authorize the load libraries, issue the following z/OS command:

SETPROG APF,ADD,DSNAME=?loadlib,VOLUME=?volser

• ?loadlib
Specifies the name of the load library.

• ?volser
Specifies its volume serial number.

To dynamically APF-authorize load libraries that Storage Management Subsystem (SMS) controls, issue the following z/OS
command:

SETPROG APF,ADD,DSNAME=?loadlib,SMS

Configure CA Mainframe Connector

Perform these tasks to configure CA Mainframe Connector.

Set Up a z/OS Region

If you do not use CA CSM to configure the z/OS region, use the Install Utility to set up the region. You can reuse the utility to
set up more regions for the deployment on multiple systems.

During the setup process, you provide the site-specific information that you previously collected. This information is used to
generate the setup JCL jobs.

Warning:   After you have run a setup job, you cannot alter the results using the setup software. You can use the setup
software to create a region, or you can manually customize the JCL members for the existing region.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that the dsnpref.CC2DLINK data set is in your system linklist.
For example, include the following LNKLST statement in SYS1.PARMLIB(PROGxx):

textLNKLST ADD NAME(LNKLST00) DSNAME(dsnpref.CC2DLINK)

Note:  You can also create a STEPLIB to the data set name (DSN) in your TSOPROC (that is, allocate it to ISPLLIB).
2. At the ISPF/PDF TSO Command Shell prompt, execute the following command:

textEXEC 'dsnpref.CC2DJCL(INSTALL)'

The Install Utility panel appears.
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Note:   On each of the Install Utility panels, you can use the following keys:

• Enter to proceed to the next panel
• F1 to display the online help
• F3 to return to the previous panel
• F4 to exit and return to the main menu 

3. Press Enter.
The Install Utility Primary Menu panel appears.

4. Perform the following steps:

1.1 Enter 1.
The Parameters Primary Menu panel appears.

2.1 Enter A to start the parameter review process.
The first of a sequence of Parameters panels appears.

3.1 Specify the name of the CSI data set and zones that were used during the installation. Press Enter.
5. Enter 3.

The SETUP Primary Menu panel appears.
6. Enter 1.

A panel appears for you to define the region name.
7. Enter the name (rname), an ID (i), and a description of the region you are setting up.

• i
Is an alphanumeric character that differentiates the setup for different regions.

The Install Utility uses the name that you entered to generate the started task JCL job. For example, if you enter
REGION01 as the name, your started task JCL job is REGION01.

8. Complete each of the SETUP panels as they open. Accept the default values, or specify site-specific values.
The setup software generates a series of jobs in the dsnpref.CNTL data set. 

9. Submit and run the following jobs in the listed sequence. Do not proceed with any job until the previous job has
completed successfully. Each job returns condition code 0 if successful.

• Si2SHALC
Allocates the shared run-time data sets.

• Si3LDVIP
Populates the MODS, PANELS, and OSCNTL files.

• Si5LDPDS
Copies some PDS members to dsnpref.PARMLIB for use by the region.
Note: The member names include the Si prefix (for example, SiLNXPRM).

Note:  The utility also generates the following two jobs: Si90DUMP and Si91REST. If a shared DASD is not available,
the jobs help you deploy the configuration files for your region to a target system. The Si90DUMP job creates a backup
data set that includes the configuration files for the region, which you deploy to the target system. The backup data set is
dsnpref.DFDSS.SHARED (containing files that multiple regions can share). The Si91REST job, when submitted on the
target system, restores the configuration files from the backup data set. In addition to deploying the configuration files,
you also deploy the target libraries. CA CSM can help you with this deployment.

10. Press F3.
You return to the Primary Menu panel. 

z/OS Region Parameter Member

The Install Utility generates the PARMLIB(SiLNXPRM) member using the values that are entered during the installation and
setup process.

SiLNXPRM specifies the product region parameters.

Review SiLNXPRM:

• Verify that it meets your site-specific requirements.
• Reapply any previous customization that is still required.

Prepare the z/OS Region Started Task

The Install Utility generates a started task member for each region you set up. Review it to verify that it meets your site-
specific requirements. You can then copy it to a procedure library with the required authority.

Note:   To help you plan any future deployment, you can update the started task member to use z/OS static system symbols.
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Follow these steps:

1. Review and update the DD statements in the region started task member dsnpref.CNTL(rname) for your site-specific
requirements.

2. Copy the reviewed member to SYSx.PROCLIB.
3. Grant the user ID associated with the region UPDATE authority on the run-time data sets created by the installation and

setup processes.

Prepare the Service Started Task

The installation utility generates a started task member for each service instance you set up. Review it to verify that it meets
your site-specific requirements. You can then copy it to a procedure library with the required authority.

Note:   To assist you with the future deployment, you can update the started task member to use z/OS static system symbols.

Follow these steps:

1. Review and update the DD statements in the service started task member dsnpref.CNTL(hisname) for your site-specific
requirements.

2. Copy the reviewed member to SYSx.PROCLIB.
3. Grant the user ID associated with the service UPDATE authority on the run-time data sets created by the installation and

setup processes.

APF-Authorize Load Libraries

Most products have their own load library but also require the load libraries of supporting services. The CC2DLOAD load
library must be APF-authorized.

Warning:  Verify that you have added the CC2DLOAD load library to the region STEPLIB, not the system linklist.

To APF-authorize your load libraries, add the run-time load libraries to the APF list, SYS1.PARMLIB(IEAAPFxx).

To dynamically APF-authorize the load libraries, issue the following z/OS command:

SETPROG APF,ADD,DSNAME=?loadlib,VOLUME=?volser

• ?loadlib
Specifies the name of the load library.

• ?volser
Specifies its volume serial number.

To dynamically APF-authorize load libraries that Storage Management Subsystem (SMS) controls, issue the following z/OS
command:

SETPROG APF,ADD,DSNAME=?loadlib,SMS

 Perform Additional Configuration Tasks for CA Hardware
Interface Service
Perform these additional configuration tasks after you perform the configuration tasks that match your
installation method (CA CSM or installation utility). These additional configuration tasks are the same
regardless of which method you used to install CA Hardware Interface Service. These additional tasks
complete the configuration process for CA Hardware Interface Service.

Perform these additional configuration tasks after you perform the configuration tasks that match your installation method
(CA CSM or installation utility). These additional configuration tasks are the same regardless of which method you used to
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install CA Hardware Interface Service. These additional tasks complete the configuration process for CA Hardware Interface
Service.

Configure Service User ID Security

The Hardware Interface Service requires the BCPii authority to retrieve information from the HMC and authority to each
resource it needs to access.  Follow the steps appropriate for your security system to grant these authorities. After you set up
the proper authority, refer to the next section to verify your work.

Note:  In the following examples, community_name must be in uppercase (for example, BCPII) and cpc_name must be a full
SNA network name of the CPC (for example, IBM390PS.MF01).

CA ACF2™ for z/OS

1. To get started, enter the following CA ACF2 commands in TSO: 

$KEY(HWI) TYPE(FAC)
$USERDATA('community_name')

2. To grant the Hardware Interface Service BCPii authority to retrieve information from the HMC, issue the following CA
ACF2 commands in TSO:

APPLNAME.HWISERV UID(hisrv_user_id) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW

3. Grant the Hardware Interface Service authority to access a CPC and each of its LPARS.  Be sure to issue the following CA
ACF2 commands in TSO for every CPC you want to access with the Hardware Interface Service:

TARGET.- UID(hisrv_user_id) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW
TARGET.cpc_name UID(*************STCSYS) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW
TARGET.cpc_name.- UID(*************STCSYS) SERVICE(UPDATE) ALLOW
UID(*) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW

4. Grant the Hardware Interface Service authority to access Capacity Records. Be sure to issue the following CA ACF2
commands in TSO for each CPC you granted authority for in Step 2.

CAPREC.- UID(hisrv_user_id) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW
CAPREC.cpc_name UID(*************STCSYS) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW
CAPREC.cpc_name.- UID(*************STCSYS) SERVICE(UPDATE) ALLOW
UID(*) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW

CA Top Secret® for z/OS

1. To get started, enter the following CA ACF2 commands in TSO: 

TSS ADDTO(tssdept) IBMFAC(HWI)
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2. To grant the Hardware Interface Service BCPii authority to retrieve information from the HMC, issue the following CA
ACF2 commands in TSO:

TSS PER(hisrv_user_id) IBMFAC(HWI.APPLNAME.HWISERV) ACCESS(READ)

3. Grant the Hardware Interface Service authority to access a CPC and each of its LPARS.  Be sure to issue the following CA
ACF2 commands in TSO for every CPC you want to access with the Hardware Interface Service:

TSS PER(hisrv_user_id) IBMFAC(HWI.TARGET.cpc_name) ACCESS(READ)
 APPLDATA('community_name')
TSS PER(hisrv_user_id) IBMFAC(HWI.TARGET.cpc_name.*) ACCESS(READ)

4. Grant the Hardware Interface Service authority to access Capacity Records. Be sure to issue the following CA ACF2
commands in TSO for each CPC you granted authority for in Step 2.

TSS PER(hisrv_user_id) IBMFAC(HWI.CAPREC.cpc_name) ACCESS(READ)TSS
 PER(hisrv_user_id) IBMFAC(HWI.CAPREC.cpc_name.*) ACCESS(READ)

RACF

1. To grant the Hardware Interface Service BCPii authority to retrieve information from the HMC, issue the following RACF
commands in TSO: 

RDEFINE FACILITY HWI.APPLNAME.HWISERV UACC(NONE)
PERMIT HWI.APPLNAME.HWISERV CLASS(FACILITY) ID(hisrv_user_id)
 ACCESS(READ)

2. Grant the Hardware Interface Service authority to access a CPC.  Be sure to issue the following RACF commands in TSO
for every CPC you want to access with Hardware Interface Service:

RDEFINE FACILITY HWI.TARGET.cpc_name UACC(NONE)
 APPLDATA('community_name')
PERMIT HWI.TARGET.cpc_name CLASS(FACILITY) ID(hisrv_user_id)
 ACCESS(READ)

3. Grant the Hardware Interface Service authority to access an LPAR. Be sure to issue the following RACF commands in
TSO for each CPC you granted authority for in Step 2 so no LPARs are excluded.

RDEFINE FACILITY HWI.TARGET.cpc_name.* UACC(NONE)
 APPLDATA('community_name')
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PERMIT HWI.TARGET.cpc_name.* CLASS(FACILITY) ID(hisrv_user_id)
 ACCESS(READ)

4. Grant the Hardware Interface Service authority to access Capacity Records. Be sure to issue the following RACF
commands in TSO for each CPC you granted authority for in Step 2.

RDEFINE FACILITY HWI.CAPREC.cpc_name UACC(NONE)
 APPLDATA('community_name')
PERMIT HWI.CAPREC.cpc_name CLASS(FACILITY) ID(hisrv_user_id)
 ACCESS(READ)
RDEFINE FACILITY HWI.CAPREC.cpc_name.* UACC(NONE)
 APPLDATA('community_name')
PERMIT HWI.CAPREC.cpc_name.* CLASS(FACILITY) ID(hisrv_user_id)
 ACCESS(READ)

5. Refresh RACF by submitting the following RACF command in TSO:

SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

Security Validation Messages

To validate that you have configured security correctly, review the service HISLOG after the service has started.

• If the security configuration is correct, HISLOG has the following messages: 

NK8030 HIS INITIAL TOPOLOGY COLLECTION STARTING. H/W INTERFACE:
 BCPII
NKAA20 10 - COLLECTING INFORMATION ABOUT THIS SYSTEM
NS1001 HISRV SUBSYSTEM INITIALIZATION COMPLETE. SSID: HIS
NKAA20 20 - RETRIEVING ALL CPC NAMES
NKAA20 30 - BUILDING TOPOLOGY UNDER CPCS
...
NK8031 HIS INITIAL TOPOLOGY COLLECTION FINISHED. H/W INTERFACE:
 BCPII ENTITIES: nn

• If the security configuration is incorrect, HISLOG has the following messages:

NK8030 HIS INITIAL TOPOLOGY COLLECTION STARTING. H/W INTERFACE:
 BCPII
NKAA20 10 - COLLECTING INFORMATION ABOUT THIS SYSTEM
NS1001 HISRV SUBSYSTEM INITIALIZATION COMPLETE. SSID: HIS
NKAA73 UNABLE TO CONTACT BCPII A/S. REQUEST: 1 TYPE: operation_type
 (BCPII RC D/X: 3842 00000F02)
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NK8032 HIS INITIAL TOPOLOGY COLLECTION ERROR. H/W INTERFACE: BCPII

Configure the User Security

The Hardware Interface Service lets you accomplish the following goals:

• Authorize all users to access or alter specific entities in the Hardware Interface Service topology model.
• Authorize specific users to use specific restricted requests or facilities.

This functionality is achieved through security resources known to the Hardware Interface Service. The default security
resource class is CAHIS. If you plan to use this default, ensure that you define the class to your security product. Alternatively,
you can use the HWISAFCL initialization parameter to specify an already defined class to use. Specify the parameter in the
PARMLIB(SiHISPRM) member.

The resources can have an optional common user-defined prefix. Best practice states that this prefix contains a special
character, for example, HI$RV. To specify the prefix, use the HWISAFPF initialization parameter. Specify the parameter in
the PARMLIB(SiHISPRM) member.

Authorize Users for Entities

The following resources let you authorize users to access the entities in the Hardware Interface Service topology model:

• [prefix.]ENTITY.LCL.CURRENT (the CURRENT group)
• [prefix.]ENTITY.LCL.SAME (the SAME group)
• [prefix.]ENTITY.OTHER (the OTHER group)

Note:  Substitute prefix. as specified by the HWISAFPF parameter.

An entity is assigned to a resource in the following way:

• The Enterprise and Installation entities are not assigned to any group but are always read-only.
• An entity on which the service is executing is assigned to the CURRENT group. The current Ensemble, CPC, and LPAR

entities are assigned to the CURRENT group.
• The children of an entity in the CURRENT group are assigned to the SAME group.
• Other entities are assigned to the OTHER group.

The following examples grant user authorities using different security products:

• USER1 has the authority to work with all entities.
• USER2 has the authority to work with the local entities.
• USER3 has the authority to work with the local Enterprise, CPC, and LPAR entities.
• USER4 has the authority to work with the child entities of the local Enterprise, CPC, and LPAR.
• USER5 has the authority to work with other entities.

The examples use the FACILITY resource class (HWISAFCL=FACILITY) and the HI$RV resource name prefix
(HWISAFPF=HI$RV).

Example: Grant User Authorities Using CA ACF2™ for z/OS

To define the security resources and grant users access to the entities, issue CA ACF2 commands in TSO. An example follows:

[ACF]
SET RESOURCE(FAC)
COMPILE *
$KEY(HI$RV) TYPE(FAC)
ENTITY.- UID(USER1) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW
ENTITY.LCL.- UID(USER2) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW
ENTITY.LCL.CURRENT UID(USER3) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW
ENTITY.LCL.SAME UID(USER4) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW
ENTITY.OTHER UID(USER5) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW
 
STORE
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[END]

Example: Grant User Authorities Using CA Top Secret® for z/OS

To define the security resources and grant users access to the entities, issue CA Top Secret commands in TSO. For example:

TSS ADDTO(acid) IBMFAC(HI$RV)
TSS PERMIT(USER1) IBMFAC(HI$RV.ENTITY.) ACCESS(READ)
TSS PERMIT(USER2) IBMFAC(HI$RV.ENTITY.LCL.) ACCESS(READ)
TSS PERMIT(USER3) IBMFAC(HI$RV.ENTITY.LCL.CURRENT) ACCESS(READ)
TSS PERMIT(USER4) IBMFAC(HI$RV.ENTITY.LCL.SAME) ACCESS(READ)
TSS PERMIT(USER5) IBMFAC(HI$RV.ENTITY.OTHER) ACCESS(READ)

Example: Grant User Authorities Using RACF

To define the security resources and grant users access to the entities, issue RACF commands in TSO, for example:

RDEFINE FACILITY HI$RV.ENTITY.* UACC(NONE)
RDEFINE FACILITY HI$RV.ENTITY.LCL.* UACC(NONE)
RDEFINE FACILITY HI$RV.ENTITY.LCL.CURRENT UACC(NONE)
RDEFINE FACILITY HI$RV.ENTITY.LCL.SAME UACC(NONE)
RDEFINE FACILITY HI$RV.ENTITY.OTHER UACC(NONE)
SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH
PERMIT HI$RV.ENTITY.* CLASS(FACILITY) ID(USER1) ACCESS(READ)
PERMIT HI$RV.ENTITY.LCL.* CLASS(FACILITY) ID(USER2) ACCESS(READ)
PERMIT HI$RV.ENTITY.LCL,CURRENT CLASS(FACILITY) ID(USER3) ACCESS(READ)
PERMIT HI$RV.ENTITY.LCL.SAME CLASS(FACILITY) ID(USER4) ACCESS(READ)
PERMIT HI$RV.ENTITY.OTHER CLASS(FACILITY) ID(USER5) ACCESS(READ)

Authorize Users for Requests

The Hardware Interface Service acts as if a user is APF authorized if that user is defined to the resource,
[prefix.]USER.AUTH.  The users that you want to define to this resource can vary greatly depending on your intended use of
the Hardware Interface Service. Refer to the following examples to grant user authorities for your specific security product.

Note:  prefix. is the optional resource name prefix as specified by the HWISAFPF parameter.

The examples use the FACILITY resource class (HWISAFCL=FACILITY) and the HI$RV resource name prefix
(HWISAFPF=HI$RV).

Example: Grant User Authorities Using CA ACF2™ for z/OS

To define the security resources and authorize a user (usern), issue CA ACF2 commands in TSO, for example:

[ACF]
SET RESOURCE(FAC)
COMPILE *
$KEY(HI$RV) TYPE(FAC)
USER.AUTH UID(usern) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW
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STORE
[END]

Example: Grant User Authorities Using CA Top Secret® for z/OS

To define the security resources and authorize a user (usern), issue CA Top Secret commands in TSO, for example:

TSS ADDTO(acid) IBMFAC(HI$RV)
TSS PERMIT(usern) IBMFAC(HI$RV.USER.AUTH) ACCESS(READ)

Example: Grant User Authorities Using RACF

To define the security resources and authorize a user (usern), issue RACF commands in TSO, for example:

RDEFINE FACILITY HI$RV.USER.AUTH UACC(NONE)
SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH
PERMIT HI$RV.USER.AUTH CLASS(FACILITY) ID(usern) ACCESS(READ)

 Perform Additional Configuration Tasks for CA Mainframe
Connector
Perform these additional configuration tasks after you perform the configuration tasks that match
your installation method (CA CSM or installation utility). These additional configuration tasks are the
same regardless of which method you used to install CA Mainframe Connector. These additional tasks
complete the configuration process for CA Mainframe Connector. 

Perform these additional configuration tasks after you perform the configuration tasks that match your installation method
(CA CSM or installation utility). These additional configuration tasks are the same regardless of which method you used to
install CA Mainframe Connector. These additional tasks complete the configuration process for CA Mainframe Connector. 

Configure z/VM Agents

After you install the z/VM agent software on the z/OS system, you transfer the software to each target z/VM system and
configure the agent. The following list describes the installed software by the members in the dsnpref.CNTL and the SMP/E-
installed dsnpref.CE2JOBJ0 data sets. You rename the data set members during the transfer to conform to the z/VM file name
file type naming conventions.

• dsnpref.CNTL(CAVLUSRi)
Is the z/VM directory for the agent user ID. The member contains the user ID and the allocation parameters for a 191 disk
that you specify during setup using the Install Utility. i is the alphanumeric character that is assigned to the associated z/OS
region during setup.
CMS file name: agent_user_id
CMS file type: DIRECT

• dsnpref.CNTL(CAVLRUNi)
Is the REXX program that runs $UTVM002. The member contains the z/OS region IP address and port number that
you specify during the z/OS region setup using the Install Utility. i is the alphanumeric character that is assigned to the
associated z/OS region during setup.
CMS file name: CAVLRUNA
CMS file type: EXEC

• dsnpref.CE2JOBJ0(CAVLPROF)
Is the profile for the agent user ID.
CMS file name: PROFILE
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CMS file type: EXEC
• dsnpref.CE2JOBJ0(GENIUCVM)

Is the REXX program that generates the IUCVMSG module.
CMS file name: GENIUCVM
CMS file type: EXEC

• dsnpref.CE2JOBJ0(IUCVMSG)
Is the Inter-User Communications Vehicle (IUCV) message handler.
CMS file name: IUCVMSG
CMS file type: TEXT

• dsnpref.HL20.CE2JOBJ0($UTVM002)
Is the compiled REXX program that is the agent.
CMS file name: $UTVM002
CMS file type: EXEC

Follow these steps:

1. Define a user ID for the z/VM agent to the z/VM system:

1.1 Log in to the user ID responsible for directory maintenance on the target z/VM system.
2.1 Transfer the CAVLUSRi data set member to the 191 disk as agent_user_id DIRECT.
3.1 Customize the password in the directory.
4.1 Add the directory to the z/VM system directory.
5.1 Install the changed directory using the DIRECTXA utility.

A user ID is defined for the agent.
2. Log in to the agent user ID.
3. Transfer the other data set members to the 191 disk for the agent user ID. Use the CMS file names and types that were

indicated previously for the target files.

Warning:  Transfer the IUCVMSG and $UTVM002 members; use the binary data type.

The agent software is on the z/VM system.
4. Run the GENIUCVM EXEC.

Note:  The IUCVMSG module is generated.

Configure Linux Syslog Daemon

You configure the Linux syslog daemon to establish communication with the z/OS region. The syslog daemon has various
implementations. The following procedures show you how to configure rsyslog and syslog-ng.

To configure rsyslog

1. Add the following statements in the /etc/rsyslog.conf file for the Linux system:

$WorkDirectory /var/spool/rsyslog # where to place spool files
$ActionQueueFileName fwdRule1     # unique name prefix for spool files
$ActionQueueMaxDiskSpace 1g       # 1gb space limit (use as much as possible)
$ActionQueueSaveOnShutdown on     # save messages to disk on shutdown
$ActionQueueType LinkedList       # run asynchronously
$ActionResumeRetryCount -1        # infinite retries if host is down
*.* @@[host_name]:601

host_name specifies the name or IP address of the z/OS system on which the z/OS region is running.

Note:  You can change the port number, but the corresponding SLPORT value in the SiLNXPRM parameter member for
the z/OS region must match.

2. Enter the following command:
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/etc/init.d/rsyslog restart

rsyslog is restarted with the new configuration.

To configure syslog-ng

1. Add the following statements in the /etc/syslog-ng.conf file for the Linux system:

destination loghost { tcp("host_name" port(601)); };
log { source(src); destination(loghost); };

host_name specifies the name or IP address of the z/OS system on which the z/OS region is running. If you are using
Internet Protocol Version 6 (IPv6), use the tcp6() driver instead of the tcp() driver.

Note:  You can change the port number, but the corresponding SLPORT value in the SiLNXPRM parameter member for
the z/OS region must match.

2. Enter the following command:

/etc/init.d/syslog restart

syslog-ng is restarted with the new configuration.

Configure Linux Agents

After you install the Linux agent software on the Linux system, you configure the agents for communicating with the z/VM
host and the z/OS region.

Follow these steps:

1. Enable the Linux agent to issue z/VM CP commands:

1.1 Enter the following command:

modprobe vmcp

The Linux agent can issue CP commands in the current session.
2.1 Add the command in the /etc/init.d/boot.local (SuSE) or /etc/rc.local (Red Hat) file.

The Linux agent can issue CP commands the next time the Linux system starts.
2. Update the SOLVE service in the xinetd configuration:

Note:

SOLVE is a service name that is registered with Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) for Port 2636.

1.1 Create a file that is named solve in the /etc/xinetd.d directory, using the following name for the server program:

/usr/sbin/calxagnt
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The following example shows the content of a solve file:

#Linux Agent for CA Mainframe Connector
service solve
{
        socket_type     = stream
        protocol        = tcp
        wait            = no
        user            = root
        server          = /usr/sbin/calxagnt
}

Note:  If you are using SuSE, you can use YaST (Yet another Setup Tool) to create this file.
2.1 (Optional) If the root permission is not required, change the user.
3.1 (Optional) Add the following server argument to run the agent from a home directory:

server_args = -d home_directory_path

4.1 Enter the following command:

service xinetd restart

The xinetd daemon restarts. Communication between the Linux agent and the z/OS region is configured.

Best Practice for z/VM Agent Security

Specify permission classes C and G for the z/VM agent.

Business Value:

Ensuring that the permission classes for the agent are not higher than needed helps to preserve the integrity of the z/VM
system.

Additional Considerations:

When configuring the user directory for the z/VM agent, specify permission classes that are appropriate. Class G permits
the agent to issue general user commands. Class C permits the agent to issue commands on behalf of other users and the
SIGNAL command to shut down Linux guests. The client products can also require certain permission classes. After the
agent is active for a period, review the commands that are issued through the agent. Verify that the specified permission
classes are appropriate.

Best Practice for Linux Agent Home Directory

Set up a home directory for the Linux agent (for example, /home/calxagnt).

Business Value:

A home directory keeps files that the site creates for the Linux agent away from other files on the system, facilitating
maintenance.

Additional Considerations:

You can add a profile file, .calxprf, for the Linux agent in the home directory. The profile can specify shell startup options
for the agent.
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To run the agent from the home directory, add the following server argument to the SOLVE service:

-d home_directory_path

Best Practice for Running Linux Applications That Do Not Write to Syslog

For a Linux application that does not write to syslog, run the application from a shell script with message logging.

Business Value:

With the message logging, your automation product can capture the logged messages and can take appropriate actions.
Being able to see what your applications are doing verifies the availability of your business processes.

Additional Considerations:

To see the startup and termination of the application, include the following commands in the shell script:

logger application_name starting

application_name

logger application_name terminated

The following messages are available to your automation product:

LXLOG001I linux_system vm_host_node application_name starting
LXLOG001I linux_system vm_host_node application_name terminated

Best Practice for Linux Agent Security

Specify a SOLVE service user with privileges appropriate for the commands that are issued through the Linux agent.

Business Value:

Ensuring that the user under which the agent runs does not have higher privileges than needed helps to preserve the
integrity of the Linux system.

Additional Considerations:

By default, the SOLVE service user is root. You can specify a user of lower privileges if you find them appropriate for the
commands (for example, ps -a and uname -a). After the agent is active for a period, review the commands that are issued
through the agent to determine the appropriate privileges. Specify a user with those privileges in the xinetd SOLVE service.

SOLVE is a service name that is registered with Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) for Port 2636.

3 Start and Manage CA Hardware Interface Service

Includes the steps to start and manage CA Hardware Interface Service.

Perform the following tasks to start and manage CA Hardware Interface Service:

  

Start, Stop, and Manage the Service
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 To start the service, issue the following command from the MVS console:

textS service_name,REUSASID=YES

 service_name is the name of the service started task or job.

 To stop the service, issue the following command from the MVS console:

P service_name 

 To manage the service, use the following parameters and commands:

•  Initialization Parameters 
•  Console Commands 

Integrate with CA SOLVE Operations© Automation and CA OPS/MVS Event Management and
Automation

You can integrate the CA Hardware Interface Service with CA SOLVE:Operations© Automation and CA OPS/MVS Event
Management and Automation only. For details, see their documentation at techdocs.broadcom.com:

•  CA SOLVE:Operations© Automation  
•  CA OPS/MVS Event Management and Automation 

 Initialization Parameters
Specify initialization parameters to implement important execution options and facilities.

Specify initialization parameters to implement important execution options and facilities.

The initialization parameters are specified in the PARMLIB(SiHISPRM) member. To review the initialization parameters and
to add further initialization parameters, open this member.

Note:  When you specify a parameter more than once, the last specification is used.

Note:  Use the HWICONAME and HWIDCNAME parameters for the site identification. These values specify the logical root
entities in the topology model that the service provides.

• HWICONAME=company_name
Specifies the name of the company. Products using the service can use this value. The value can be in mixed case. If the
value contains blank, lowercase, or special characters, specify the value within quotes.
Limits: 32 characters maximum

• HWIDCNAME=data_center_name
Specifies the name of the data center. Products using the service can use this value. The value can be in mixed case. If the
value contains blank, lowercase, or special characters, specify the value within quotes.
Limits: 32 characters maximum

• HWISAFCL=resource_class_name
(Optional) Specifies the class name that the service uses when making System Authorization Facility (SAF) requests to
verify the authorization.
Default: CAHIS
Limits: One through eight characters

• HWISAFPF=prefix
(Optional) Specifies the ‘prefix that the service applies to all resource names when making SAF requests to verify the
authorization.

Note:  Do not specify a trailing full stop. One is added automatically after the prefix.

Default: Null (no prefix)

Note:  Limits: A valid name from one through eight characters in length.
• SSID={ HIS | name }

Specifies the subsystem ID (SSID) that this invocation of the SSI is to use.

 

Note:  You do not need to define the SSID explicitly. The SSID can be defined automatically.

http://techdocs.broadcom.com/
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Default: HIS

Limits: A valid one- to four-character name, with the first character alphabetic or national, and the remainder alphanumeric
or national

• SSM={ NO | YES }
Specifies whether to enable support for CA OPS/MVS Event Management and Automation System State Manager (SSM).
Default: YES

• SSMAPPL=application_name
Specifies the application name that is registered with CA OPS/MVS Event Management and Automation for this product or
component.
Limits: Eight characters

 

Warning:  Each product or component registers a specific application name with CA OPS/MVS Event
Management and Automation. Do not change this name. The registered application name for Hardware Interface
Service is HISRV.

• SSMHBI=heartbeat_interval
For SSM=YES, specifies how often to send heartbeats to CA OPS/MVS Event Management and Automation SSM. The
heartbeat interval is in minutes. A value of zero indicates no heartbeat.
Initial value: 5
Limits: 0 through 60

 Console Commands
Specify console commands to monitor, control, or stop Hardware Interface Service. You can enter these
commands through any MVS command mechanism. Examples include real consoles, extended MCS
consoles, SMCS consoles, subsystem consoles, and TSO OPER or CONSOLE environments.

Specify console commands to monitor, control, or stop Hardware Interface Service. You can enter these commands through
any MVS command mechanism. Examples include real consoles, extended MCS consoles, SMCS consoles, subsystem
consoles, and TSO OPER or CONSOLE environments.

The MVS ‘MODIFY’ (‘F’) command is the typical method of entering commands. The MVS ‘STOP’ command (‘P’) is also
supported, and is treated as if the ‘FSTOP’ command was entered.

Responses to a command are delivered to the requesting console.

The following table describes the recognized commands:

Command Description

FSTOP This command causes the server to perform an orderly
shutdown and terminate.

STATUS This command causes the server to display various status
messages.

SHOW HWIUSERS This command causes the server to display a list of API users.

SHOW HWITOP This command displays the current topology.

SHOW HWIDT This command displays the server’s list of supported data
types

SHOW HWIET This command displays the entity types that the server
supports.

SHOW HWIAT This command displays the entity attributes that the server
supports.

SHOW HWIEV This command displays the event names that the server
supports.

SHOW HWICM This command displays the command names that the server
supports.
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SHOW HWICONS This command lists extended MCS consoles allocated to the
HIS region

SHOW HWIOCSE This command lists allocated EMCS consoles and
environments.

HWIEVENT This command can produce an event for testing event exits. It
has many operands that can specify the event code and event
information.

These commands are documented in detail below

Note that the NMSSI technology supports other commands that are not directly relevant to the server.

FSTOP

You can use this command to shut down the server.

Note:  You can also use the MVS ‘STOP’ command (‘P’).

STATUS

This command displays the current status of the server. The following example illustrates a sample output:

NS2030 HISRV
 STATUS...                                                  
NS2031 VERSION: V7.7 GEN LEVEL: NONE STATUS: ACTIVE MSLEVEL:
 070700     
NS2032 SSID: HISZ JOB: HISRVSH OPSYS: Z/OS 02.02.00 SYSNAME:
 SYS1       
NS2033 NO ACTIVE PRODUCT
 CONNECTIONS                                    
NS2035 CROSS MEMORY SERVICES IN USE, LX:
 0018A500                       
NS2039 DATE: 2016/11/07 TIME: 08:14:02.71 TIMEZONE OFFSET:
 -0500        
NS2040 REGION UNIQUE VALUE: D19C601D START DATE/TIME: 2016/11/07
 08:08:16
NK0301 HARDWARE INTERFACE SERVICE ACTIVE. VERSION:
 02.04.00.06          
NK0302  - HWIMODE:
 DEV1                                                 
NK0303  - API IS
 AVAILABLE                                              
NKA401   'BCPII' FACILITY
 ACTIVE                                        
NS3Y01 SYSTEM COMMAND FACILITY
 ACTIVE                                   
NY6102 SSM SUPPORT
 ACTIVE                                               
NY6103 SSM STARTING STATUS COMPLETE                       
               
NY6103 SSM UP STATUS
 COMPLETE                                           
NY6104 SSM HEARTBEAT
 ACTIVE                                             
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NXSB01 XCF ACTIVE, G=ZHIS1 M=SYS1HISZ
 T=0400005F008B0001                
N11907 *END* 

SHOW HWIUSERS

This command displays a list of currently connected API users.  You can restrict the list by providing a jobname filter.

This command contains the following syntax:

SH HWIUSERS [ JOBNAME=mask ]

If the JOBNAME=mask operand is omitted, all API users from all jobs are displayed.  The mask is a pattern.  It can contain ‘?’
characters to match one nonblank character in the jobname, and ‘*’ characters to match 0 or more characters in the jobname; 
For example ‘JOBNAME=ABC*’ would match all jobnames that commence with ‘ABC’ and ‘JOBNAME-X?Y’ would match
all 3-character jobnames that start with X and end in Y…

The following code snippet illustrates a sample output:

NK0610 APITOKEN JOBNAME  ASID-TCB@     USERID     
NK0611          EVEXIT-@ EVCORR1  EVCORR2         
NK0612          EVSTATUS TOT#-EVT QUE#-EVT #-ABENDS
NK0613          CONN-DATA                         
NK0615 110C1638 MORPEA6  010B-0076A988 MORPEA6    
NK0616          33AEE948 000B4000 00000016        
NK0617          TM-K76         53        0        0
NK0618          NID=000020 UID=MORPE06            
NK0615 110C1639 MORPEA6  010B-0076A988 MORPEA6    
NK0616          33AEE948 000B4000 00000018         
NK0617          TM-K76         53        0        0
NK0618          NID=000021 UID=MORPE06            
N11907 *END*    

SHOW HWITOP

This command displays the current server topology. The following example illustrates a sample output:

NK0620 CURRENT HWI ENTITY LIST
 FOLLOWS...                                    
NK0621 LV ENTITY TYPE      ENTITY NAME                               
 ID     
NK0625 1  ENTERPRISE       Example Company   
                         F0000001
NK0625 2  INSTALLATION      Example Installation                     
 F10C1607
NK0625 3  ENSEMBLE           IBMXXXXX.YYYY                           
 F10C1608
NK0625 4  MACHINE             IBMXXXXX.YYYY                          
 F10C1609
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NK0625 5  CPC                  IBMXXXXX.YYYY                         
 F10C160A
NK0625 6  LPAR                  SYS1                                 
 F10C160B
NK0625 6  LPAR                  SYS2                                 
 F10C160C
NK0625 6  LPAR                  SYS3 
                                 F10C160D
NK0625 6  LPAR                  SYS4                                 
 F10C160E
NK0625 6  LOAD-ACTPROF          SADSYS4                              
 F10C1650
NK0625 6  LOAD-ACTPROF          SADDEFAULT            
                F10C1651
NK0625 6  LOAD-ACTPROF          SADSYS5                              
 F10C1652
NK0625 6  LOAD-ACTPROF          SADSYS6                              
 F10C1653
NK0625 6  LOAD-ACTPROF          LOADSYS1                             
 F10C1654
N11907 *END*   

SHOW HWIDT

This command displays the current server’s list of supported entity attribute data types.  The following example illustrates a
sample output:

NK0630 HWI DATA TYPE LIST FOLLOWS...                         
NK0631 CODE NAME             FLGS   LEN CTYPE    CPAGE      
NK0632      DESCRIPTION                                     
NK0633      ASM-EQU-NAME                                    
NK0635 1    UNKNOWN-TYPE     BV-- 32767 -        -          
NK0636      UNKNOWN DATA TYPE                               
NK0636      USED FOR ATTRIBUTES WHERE THE SOURCE DATA TYPE  
NK0636      IS INDETERMINATE                                
NK0637      ZHWI_ADT_VLBINU                                 
NK0635 2    BIN-FL           BF--     0 -        -          
NK0636      BINARY DATA (FIXED LENGTH)                      
NK0637      ZHWI_ADT_FLBIN                                  
NK0635 3    BIN-VL           BV-- 32767 -        -
NK0636      BINARY DATA (VAR LENGTH)                     
NK0637      ZHWI_ADT_VLBIN                               
NK0635 12   BIN-VL-X         BV-- 32767 -        -       
NK0636      BINARY DATA (VAR LENGTH)                      
NK0636      (FORMATTING RECOMMENDATION IS TO HEX EXPAND) 
NK0637      ZHWI_ADT_VLBINX                              
N11907 *END* 

SHOW HWIET
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This command displays the current server’s list of supported entity types. The following example illustrates a sample output:

NK0640 HWI ENTITY TYPE LIST FOLLOWS...                      
NK0641 CODE NAME             LEV  P-CD FLGS  GROUP          
NK0642      DESCRIPTION                                      
NK0643      ASM-EQU-NAME                     AEMASK         
NK0645 1    ENTERPRISE       1    0    R---  ENTPRISE       
NK0646      ENTERPRISE (ROOT ENTITY)                        
NK0646      THE BASE OF THE ENTIRE ENTITY TREE              
NK0647      ZHWI_ET_ENTPRS                   0080000000000000
NK0645 5    INSTALLATION     2    1    ----  ENTPRISE       
NK0646      INSTALLATION (DATA CENTER)                      
NK0647      ZHWI_ET_INSTL                    0040000000000000
NK0645 10   ENSEMBLE         3    5    ----  HARDWARE       
NK0646      ENSEMBLE - ONE OR MORE MACHINES THAT ARE GROUPED
NK0647      ZHWI_ET_ENSEMBLE                 0020000000000000
NK0645 15   CPC              4    10   ----  HARDWARE       
NK0646      CENTRAL PROCESSING COMPLEX                      
NK0647      ZHWI_ET_CPC                      0008000000000000
NK0645 20   LPAR             5    15   ----  HARDWARE       
NK0646      LPAR (LOGICAL PARTITION)   
NK0647      ZHWI_ET_LPAR                     0004000000000000
NK0645 32   LOAD-ACTPROF     6    22   ----  HARDWARE       
NK0646      LOAD ACTIVATION PROFILE                         
NK0647      ZHWI_ET_LOD_ACTPROF              0000200000000000
NK0645 40   ZBX              4    10   ----  HARDWARE       
NK0646      BLADE STUFF... (NOT SUPPORTED YET)              
NK0647      ZHWI_ET_ZBX                      0000008000000000
N11907 *END*                                                         
           

SHOW HWIAT

This command display the current server’s list of supported entity attributes. The following example illustrates a sample
output:

NK0650 HWI ATTRIBUTE TYPE LIST FOLLOWS...                   
NK0651 CODE NAME             FLGS   LEN DTYP DTYPE-NAME     
NK0652      DESCRIPTION                                     
NK0653      ASM-EQU-NAME                     ETMASK         
NK0655 1    ENTITY TYPE      F---     4 2    BIN-FL         
NK0656      ENTITY TYPE                                     
NK0656      THE TYPE CODE FOR THE ENTITY                    
NK0657      ZHWI_AT_ENTTYPE                  00FEE080E0C00000
NK0655 2    ENTITY NAME      V---    32 10   VL-CHAR-E      
NK0656      ENTITY NAME                                     
NK0657      ZHWI_AT_ENTNAME                  00FEE080E0C00000
NK0655 805  CROSS PARTITION  FU--     4 4    BIN-UNSIGNED-NUM
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NK0656      CROSS PARTITION AUTHORITY                       
NK0657      ZHWI_AT_PRF_CROSSPARTAUTH        0000400000000000
NK0655 806  LOGICAL PARTITIO FU--     4 4    BIN-UNSIGNED-NUM
NK0656      LOGICAL PARTITION ISOLATION                     
NK0657      ZHWI_AT_PRF_LOGPARTISO           0000400000000000
N11907 *END*  

SHOW HWIEV

This command display the current server’s list of supported events. The following example illustrates a sample output:

NK0660 HWI EVENT TYPE LIST FOLLOWS...                       
NK0661 CODE NAME             TYPE                           
NK0662      DESCRIPTION                                     
NK0663      ASM-EQU-NAME                     ETMASK         
NK0665 10   SERVER-UP        SYS                            
NK0666      ZHIS SERVER UP EVENT                            
NK0666      NOT NORMALLY SEEN                               
NK0667      ZHWI_EC_SYS_SERVER_UP            8000000000000000
NK0665 11   SERVER-DOWN      SYS                            
NK0666      ZHIS SERVER DOWN EVENT                          
NK0667      ZHWI_EC_SYS_SERVER_DOWN          8000000000000000
NK0665 119  H/W-COMM-ERR     ENT                             
NK0666      HARDWARE COMMUNICATIONS ERROR                    
NK0667      ZHWI_EC_ENT_HWCOMMERROR          0008000000000000
NK0665 120  ATTR-ADD/UPD     ENT                             
NK0666      ATTRIBUTES ADDED OR UPDATED                      
NK0667      ZHWI_EC_ENT_ATTRADDUPD           00FEE080E0C00000
N11907 *END*  

SHOW HWICM

This command display the current server’s list of supported ‘commands’. The following example illustrates a sample output:

NK0690 HWI COMMAND LIST FOLLOWS...                              
 NK0691 CODE NAME                                                
 NK0692      DESCRIPTION                                         
 NK0693      ASM-EQU-NAME                     ETMASK             
 NK0695 5    ACT                                                 
 NK0696      ACTIVATE A CPC OR LPAR                              
 NK0696      NOTE THAT ACT AND ACTIVATE ARE SYNONYMOUS           
 NK0697      ZHWI_CC_ACT                      000C000000000000   
 NK0695 5    ACTIVATE                                            
 NK0696      ACTIVATE A CPC OR LPAR                              
 NK0696      NOTE THAT ACT AND ACTIVATE ARE SYNONYMOUS           
 NK0697      ZHWI_CC_ACT                      000C000000000000   
 NK0695 6    CBU                                                 
 NK0696      CONTROL CAPACITY BACKUP FOR A CPC                   
 NK0697      ZHWI_CC_CBU                      0008000000000000   
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 NK0695 14   START                                             
 NK0696      START AN LPAR                                     
 NK0697      ZHWI_CC_START                    0004000000000000 
 NK0695 15   STOP                                              
 NK0696      STOP AN LPAR                                      
 NK0697      ZHWI_CC_STOP                     0004000000000000 
 NK0695 16   SYSRESET                                          
 NK0696      PERFORM A SYSTEM RESET ON AN LPAR                 
 NK0697      ZHWI_CC_SYSRESET                 0004000000000000 
 N11907 *END* 

SHOW HWICONS

You can use this command to display a list of allocated EMCS consoles, and, if the HWIZCMD command is activated, and
any console environments exist for it, a list of those environments.

SHOW HWIOCSE

You can use this command to display a list of entity OS command environments, and, if the HWIECMD command is
activated, a list of those environments.

HWIEVENT

You can use this command to create an ‘event’ that can be delivered to connected API users.  The command allows setting
of the event type and various event attributes.  It is designed to aid in testing application event exits and event handling,
particularly for those events that are very difficult to produce in real-life…

If the HWIEVENT command is entered with no operands at all, it is equivalent to:

‘HWIEVENT TEST MSGTEXT=”MSG TEXT FOR TEST EVENT”’

This command contains the following syntax:

HWIEVENT eventcode

            [ ET=entitytype EN=entityname ]
            [ attr=value  … ]

This command supports the following operands:

eventcode

This is the event code. For details, see API Return Codes and Reason Codes.

ET=entitytype EN=entityname

These operands are required if the event code is an entity-related one.  For system-related events, these operands are ignored,
although the values must by syntactically correct.  They supply the entity type and entity name.  The entity type must be one of
the following:

• • CPC
• LPAR
• CAPREC
• RES_ACTPROF
• IMG_ACTPROF
• LOD_ACTPROF
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The entity name must be a valid entity name in the current topology, of the correct type. 

You can use the SHOW HWITOP command to get a list of the current entities. 

If duplicate entities of the same name exist (under different parents), the HWIEVENT command uses the first entity of the
requested type/name.

Attr=value …

These operands are used to supply various attributes for the event.  The names of the operands are the same as the attribute
names in the ZHWIMAPS macro, EVENTAREA option, less the prefix.  For example, the field ‘ZHWI_EVA_CMDLAST’ is
provided using an operand of CMDLAST=value

The value format data type depends on the data type:

• • Boolean fields (e.g. CMDLAST) must be supplied as NO or YES (for example, CMDLAST=YES)
• Integer fields (e.g. CMDTYPE) must be supplied as a number (for example, CMDTYPE=45)
• String fields (e.g. MSGTEXT) must be supplied as a quoted string.  Either quote (single or double) is accepted (for

example, MSGTEXT=”HELLO THERE”)
• Character fields (e.g.NEWNAME) must be supplied as an unquoted string.  (for example, NETNAME=FRED)
• Binary fields (e.g.NEWETYPE) must be (currently) suppled as a number (for example, NEWETYPE=20)i

 Textual Commands
You can send textual commands to the topology entities for processing. 

You can send textual commands to the topology entities for processing. 

Warning:  If a specified operand is ignored, the value must still be syntactically correct. An example is the TYPE
operand on the CBU command if the first operand is UNDO.

The textual commands follow:

Command Description

ACTIVATE Activates a CPC or an image (LPAR). You cannot activate
the current CPC or LPAR.

CBU Controls Capacity Backup for a CPC. Only a CPC entity can
process this command.

DEACTIVATE Deactivates a CPC or an image (LPAR). You cannot
deactivate the current CPC or LPAR.

HWMSG Controls the status of the messages that the hardware retains.

LOAD (IPL) Requests a LOAD or initial program load (IPL) operation in
an LPAR.

OOCOD Controls On/Off Capacity On Demand (CoD) for a CPC.

OSCMD Sends an operating system command to the operating system
in an LPAR.

PSWRESTART Rquests that an (executing) LPAR perform a PSW
RESTART operation.

START Starts an LPAR.

STOP Stops an LPAR.

SYSRESET Requests a system reset for an LPAR (image).

TEMPCAP Controls temporary capacity for a CPC.

ACTIVATE - Activate CPC or LPAR

The ACTIVATE command activates a CPC or an image (LPAR). You cannot activate the current CPC or LPAR.
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Syntax

textACTIVATE [ PROFILE=name ]
         [ FORCE={ NO | YES } ]

Parameters

• PROFILE=name
Activation profile name. If omitted, or the value of this operand is NONE or LAST, the last-used activation profile is used.

• FORCE={ NO | YES }
Default: NO

CBU - Control CPC Capacity Backup

The CBU command controls Capacity Backup for a CPC. Only a CPC entity can process this command.

Syntax

CBU { ACTIVATE | UNDO | DEACTIVATE }
    [ TYPE={ REAL | TEST } ]

Parameters

 

• ACTIVATE | UNDO | DEACTIVATE
Type of Capacity Backup operation you want to perform:

• ACTIVATE activates Capacity Backup. The TYPE operand is required in this case.
• UNDO or DEACTIVATE deactivates Capacity Backup. The TYPE operand is not needed in this case (the operand is

ignored if specified).
• TYPE={ REAL | TEST }

(Required for CBU ACTIVATE) Type of Capacity Backup to be activated.

DEACTIVATE - Deactivate CPC or LPAR

The DEACTIVATE command deactivates a CPC or an image (LPAR). You cannot deactivate the current CPC or LPAR.

Syntax

DEACTIVATE [ FORCE={ NO | YES } ]

Parameters

• FORCE={ NO | YES }
Default: NO

HWMSG - Control Message Retention

The HWMSG command controls the status of the messages that the hardware retains. Only a CPC entity can process this
command.

Syntax

textHWMSG { REFRESH | DELETE }
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      [ TIMESTAMP=timestamp ]

Parameters

• REFRESH | DELETE
Action that you want to perform:

• REFRESH
All currently retained hardware messages are reissued. (They are delivered as events to registered event listeners). The
TIMESTAMP operand is not needed in this case (the operand is ignored if specified)

• DELETE
A hardware message with a matching timestamp is deleted. The TIMESTAMP operand is required in this case.

• TIMESTAMP=timestamp
(Required for HWMSG DELETE) Timestamp of the message to be deleted. The operand must be in the following format:

textTIMESTAMP=yyyymmddhhmmssttt 

Note:  The timestamp text on a message event is not in this format.

LOAD (IPL) - IPL an LPAR

The LOAD (or IPL) command requests a LOAD or initial program load (IPL) operation in an LPAR. This command cannot be
directed at the current LPAR. Only an LPAR entity can process this command. The IPL command is a synonym of the LOAD
command.

Operands on this command allow for both the traditional CCW-based and the new list-directed (SCSI) IPL operation.

Syntax

{ LOAD | IPL } [ TYPE={ CCW | LIST } ]
               [ FORCE={ NO | YES } ]
               [ ADDRESS=address ]
               [ PARM=parm ]
               [ FOLD={ YES | NO } ]
               [ WWPORT=value ]
               [ LUNUM=value ]
               [ BOOTPGMSEL=number ]
               [ OPSYSLOADPARM=value ]
               [ BOOTRECBLKADDR=value ]

Parameters

• TYPE={ CCW | LIST }
Load (IPL) type:

• CCW means that a traditional CCW-based LOAD (IPL) operation is performed. Operands that relate only to list-based
(SCSI) load are ignored.

• LIST means that a list-directed LOAD (IPL) operation is performed.

Default: CCW
• FORCE={ NO| YES }

(Optional) Controls whether a LOAD can be done while the LPAR is executing.

• FORCE=NO stops a LOAD operation being performed.
• FORCE=YES can be used to force a LOAD operation regardless of the execution state of any operating system in the

LPAR.

Default: NO
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• ADDRESS=address
(Optional) Address to load (IPL) from.
Default: Load address in the activation profile
Limits: Four hexadecimal characters

• PARM=parm
(Optional) Parameter to pass to the loaded system. The value can be quoted if you use embedded blanks in the value. The
value is uppercased unless FOLD=NO is also specified.
Default: Parameter in the activation profile
Limits: One through eight characters

• FOLD={ YES | NO }
(Optional) Controls the folding to uppercase of the PARM and OPSYSLOADPARM parameter values. Specify FOLD=NO
if you do not want the values of these parameters to be uppercased.
Default: YES, fold the values to uppercase.

• WWPORT=value
(For a list-directed load (TYPE=LIST) only) Specifies the World Wide Port Name to be used when performing a SCSI
Load. The value is a string of hexadecimal characters (0 through 9 and A through F). The string must have an even number
of characters.
If TYPE=CCW is specified (or defaulted), this operand is ignored.
Limits: 16 characters

• LUNUM=value
(For a list-directed load (TYPE=LIST) only) Specifies the logical unit number (LUN) to be used when performing the
SCSI Load. The value is a string of hexadecimal characters (0 through 9 and A through F). The string must have an even
number of characters.
If TYPE=CCW is specified (or defaulted), this operand is ignored.
Limits: 16 characters

• BOOTPGMSEL=number
(For a list-directed load (TYPE=LIST) only) Specifies the boot program selector to be used for the SCSI Load.
If TYPE=CCW is specified (or defaulted), this operand is ignored.

• OPSYSLOADPARM=value
(For a list-directed load (TYPE=LIST) only) Specifies the operating system-specific load parameters to be used for the
SCSI Load. If the value must contain blanks, enclose the entire value in quotes. The value is uppercased unless FOLD=NO
has been specified.
If TYPE=CCW is specified (or defaulted), this operand is ignored.
Limits: 256 characters

• BOOTRECBLKADDR=value
(For a list-directed load (TYPE=LIST) only) Specifies the boot record logical block address to be used for the SCSI Load.
The value is a string of hexadecimal characters (0 through 9 and A through F). The string must have an even number of
characters.
If TYPE=CCW is specified (or defaulted), this operand is ignored.
Limits: 16 characters

OOCOD - Control On/Off Capacity on Demand

The OOCOD command controls On/Off Capacity On Demand (CoD) for a CPC. Only a CPC entity can process this command.

Syntax

textOOCOD { ACTIVATE | UNDO | DEACTIVATE }
      [ ORDERNUM=ordernum ]

Parameters

• ACTIVATE | UNDO | DEACTIVATE
Type of OOCOD operation you want to perform:

• ACTIVATE
Activates On/Off CoD. The ORDERNUM operand is required in this case.

• UNDO or DEACTIVATE
Deactivates On/Off CoD. The ORDERNUM operand is not required in this case (the operand is ignored if specified).

• ORDERNUM=ordernum
(Required for OOCOD ACTIVATE) 
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Limits: Eight characters

OSCMD - Send Operating System Command

The OSCMD command sends an operating system command to the operating system in an LPAR. Only an LPAR entity can
process this command.

Note:  The target operating system is not guaranteed to receive the command, or that the command can be executed. Also, no
response is returned from the target. (Some operating systems send OSMSG events, but there is no easy way to correlate the
messages in these events to a specific OSCMD request.)

Syntax

textOSCMD [ PRIORITY={ NORMAL | HIGH } ]
      [ FOLD={ YES | NO } ]
        COMMAND=command

Parameters

• PRIORITY={ NORMAL | HIGH }
(Optional) Priority for this command. The meaning of this priority is not defined. The priority depends on the target
operating system.

• FOLD={ YES | NO }
(Optional) Controls the folding to uppercase of the command string.
Specify FOLD=NO if you do not want the operating system command to be uppercased.
Default: YES, fold the entire command to uppercase.

• COMMAND=command
Actual command that you want to pass to the target operating system. The rest of the command text is treated as part of the
command that is passed.

Note:  The format and meaning of the actual command depends on the operating system executing in the targeted LPAR.

Warning:  Any apparent OSCMD command operands that are specified after this point are treated as part of the
command. Any OSCMD operands must precede the COMMAND operand.

PSWRESTART - Perform PSW RESTART

The PSWRESTART command requests that an (executing) LPAR perform a PSW RESTART operation. This command
cannot be directed at the current LPAR. Only an LPAR entity can process this command.

Syntax

PSWRESTART

START - Start an LPAR

The START command starts an LPAR. This command cannot be directed at the current LPAR. Only an LPAR entity can
process this command.

Syntax

START

STOP - Stop an LPAR

The STOP command stops an LPAR. This command cannot be directed at the current LPAR. Only an LPAR entity can
process this command.
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Syntax

STOP

SYSRESET - Reset an LPAR

The SYSRESET command requests a system reset for an LPAR (image). This command cannot be directed at the current
LPAR. Only an LPAR entity can process this command.

Syntax

textSYSRESET { NORMAL | CLEAR }
         [ FORCE={ NO | YES }
         [ IPLTOKEN=ipltoken ]

Parameters

• NORMAL | CLEAR
Type of reset you want to perform:

• NORMAL
Some elements of the LPAR are not cleared (for example, main storage).

• CLEAR
A ‘clear’ operation is performed.

• FORCE={ NO | YES }
Default: NO

• IPLTOKEN=ipltoken
(Optional) Value of the IPLTOKEN for this LPAR. The current IPLTOKEN value can be retrieved (the value is an
attribute of an LPAR entity).
If the targeted hardware does not support the system reset with an IPLTOKEN, the request fails.
Limits: Hexadecimal string from 2 to 128 characters in length (the actual IPLTOKEN can be up to 64 bytes in length)

TEMPCAP - Control Temporary Capacity

The TEMPCAP command controls temporary capacity for a CPC. Only a CPC entity can process this command.

Syntax

TEMPCAP { ADD | REMOVE }
 { RECORDID=recordid }
 [ MODEL=model ]
 [ AAPSTEP=number ]
 [ IFLSTEP=number ]
 [ ICFSTEP=number ]
 [ IIPSTEP=number ]
 [ SAPSTEP=number ]
 [ PRIORITY=NO | YES ]
 [ TEST=NO | YES ]

Parameters

• ADD | REMOVE
Specifies whether to add or remove temporary capacity:

• ADD
 Adds temporary processors or increases temporary model capacity to a CPC.
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• REMOVE
Removes temporary processors or decreases temporary model capacity from a CPC.

• RECORDID=recordid
Specifies the identifier of the capacity record.
Limits: Eight characters

• MODEL=model
(Optional) Specifies the software model for the capacity addition or removal. The value must be one of the software models
in the capacity record. 
Implicit in this value is the number of general processors added or removed.
If this parameter is not specified, the current software model is not changed.
Limits: Three characters

• AAPSTEP=number
(Optional) Specifies the delta to (increment to or decrement from) the number of application assist processors. 
If this parameter is not specified, the number of application assist processors is not changed.
Limits: 0 to 255

• IFLSTEP=number
(Optional) Specifies the delta to the number of Integrated Facility for Linux processors. 
If this parameter is not specified, the number of Integrated Facility for Linux processors is not changed.
Limits: 0 to 255

• ICFSTEP=number
(Optional) Specifies the delta to the number of internal coupling facility processors. 
If this parameter is not specified, the number of internal coupling facility processors is not changed.
Limits: 0 to 255

• IIPSTEP=number
(Optional) Specifies the delta to the number of integrated information processors. 
If this parameter is not specified, the number of integrated information processors is not changed.
Limits: 0 to 255

• SAPSTEP=number
(Optional) Specifies the delta to the number of system assist processors. 
If this parameter is not specified, the number of system assist processors is not changed.
Limits: 0 to 255

• PRIORITY=NO | YES
(Optional) Specifies whether the capacity addition is a priority request. A priority request proceeds even if not enough
processors are available to satisfy the request immediately.
This parameter is ignored for capacity removal operations.
Default: NO

• TEST=NO | YES
(Optional) Specifies whether the additional capacity is to be added as test or real.
This parameter is ignored for capacity removal operations.
Default: NO

Example 1

This example applies to CA OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation only. Add temporary capacity to the CPC named
SAMPLE.CPCNAME, as follows:

• Use the capacity record with identifier 12345
• Change the general processors to a model A99
• Add 3 IFL processors
• Specify that the activation should not take priority
• Specify that the activation is not a test, but a real activation

ADDRESS HWS “SENDCMD ENTITY(CPC(‘SAMPLE.CPCNAME’))
CMDTEXT(‘TEMPCAP ADD RECORDID=12345 MODEL=A99 IFL=3 PRIORITY=NO TEST=NO’)”

Example 2

This example applies to CA OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation only. Remove temporary capacity from the CPC
named SAMPLE.CPCNAME, as follows:
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• Use the capacity record with identifier 12345
• Change the general processors to a model A99
• Remove 3 IFL processors

ADDRESS HWS “SENDCMD ENTITY(CPC(‘SAMPLE.CPCNAME’))
CMDTEXT(‘TEMPCAP REMOVE RECORDID=12345 MODEL=A99 IFL=3’)”

4 Start and Manage CA Mainframe Connector

Includes the steps to start and manage CA Mainframe Connector and its environment.

Perform the following tasks to to start and manage CA Mainframe Connector and its environment:

     

Start Product Region

To start the product region, issue the following command:

textS rname 

 rname is the name that you specified for the region during the setup process.

Note:   To stop the started task, issue the following command from the MVS console: P rname.

Start and Stop z/VM Agents

 To start a z/VM agent, use one of the following methods:

• Issue the following command:

textXAUTOLOG agent_user_id 

• Log in to the agent virtual machine. After the agent has started, issue the following command to disconnect from the agent:

#CP DISC

You can configure the AUTOLOG1 virtual machine to start an agent automatically at initial program load (IPL) of the z/VM
system.

 To stop a z/VM agent, use one of the following methods:

• Issue the following command:

textFORCE agent_user_id

• Log in to the agent virtual machine, and issue the STOP command.

Startup of Linux Agents

Linux agent startup is automatic. When the z/OS region receives a message from syslog on a Linux system, the region invokes
the startup of the Linux agent on that system.

Commands
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Use the MVS Modify (F) command to issue CA Mainframe Connector commands.

Status Command

To display the status of the z/OS region server where CA Mainframe Connector is running, enter this command:

f rname,servers

VM and Linux Commands

When you issue commands to the CA Mainframe Connector agent on VM and Linux, you must use quotation marks. They are
required to pass the complete command string and to preserve case.

When you issue commands to the CA Mainframe Connector agent on a VM system, use the following format:

f rname,vmcmd node=zvm??? cmd='cmd string'

For example:

f rname,vmcmd node=zvm??? cmd='cp q time'

When you issue commands to the CA Mainframe Connector agent on a Linux system, use the following format:

f rname,lxcmd name=linux??? cmd='cmd string'

For example:

f rname,lxcmd name=linux??? cmd='ps -ef'

Integrate with CA SOLVE:Operations© Automation and CA OPS/MVS Event Management and
Automation

You can integrate CA Mainframe Connector with CA SOLVE:Operations© Automation and CA OPS/MVS Event
Management and Automation only. For details, see their documentation at techdocs.broadcom.com:

•  CA SOLVE:Operations© Automation and CA OPS/MVS Event Management and Automation

5 CA Hardware Interface Service Messages

Details all CA Hardware Interface Service messages.

Enter the CA Hardware Interface Service message number, or select a number from the Table of Contents in the left pane:

    

 

 API Return Codes and Reason Codes
Contents

Contents

http://techdocs.broadcom.com
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API Return Codes

API return codes are stored in R15 after a request.

• For a synchronous request, the return code is the overall request return code. 
• For an asynchronous request, the return code from the original request indicates the API acceptance (or otherwise) of the

request.  The return code from the ‘check’ request is the final return code from the original request.

Note: A ‘check’ request has return/reason codes that indicate a problem with the ‘check’ request itself, but these are disjoint
from other return/reason codes.

The following table lists the API return codes:

Return Code Description

X’00’ The request was successful.

X’04’ The request was successful, but a warning condition was
encountered. For example, a return area was too short to
return all the results, but long enough to return some results.
See request documentation.

X’08’ The request failed.

X’0C’ An error was encountered.  This sort of error includes invalid
or missing parameters, inaccessible data, and so on.

X’10’ A serious error occurred. This sort of error includes the server
not being up, or a transport error.

API Reason Codes

API reason codes are stored in R0 after a request. The format of the reason code depends on its associated return code.  To
interpret a reason code, refer to the sub-section appropriate for the return code associated with the reason code.

Return Code 0, 4, or 8

If the return code is 0, 4, or 8, the reason code may be non-zero.  The request documentation will indicate the meaning of the
return code.

Return Code 12 or 16

If the return code is 12 or 16, the reason code provides additional information regarding the request.

In this case, the reason code has the following format:

                BYTE 0   (HIGH ORDER)                   - Module ID Code
                BYTE 1                                  - Normally x’00’, but may contain extra information
                BYTE 2                                  - Sub-Reason
                BYTE 3   (LOW ORDER)                    - Reason Code

Module ID Codes (High Order Byte)

The following table lists the module ID codes (High Order Byte):

Code Module

X’01’ Macro Help

X’02’ Call Stub

X’03’ ZHWICAPI

X’70’ K70

X’71’ K71

X’72’ K72
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X’73’ K73

X’74’ K74

X’79’ K79

X’50’ K50

X’51’ K51

X’52’ K52

X’53’ K53

X’54’ K54

X’55’ K55

X’56’ K56

X’57’ K57

Reason Codes (Low Order Byte)

The following tables lists the reason codes (Low Order Byte):

Code Reason Has Sub-Reasons

X’00’ None  

X’01’ Not in TCB Mode  

X’02’ Server Inactive Note:  For more information, see Server
Inactive Sub-Reasons.

X’03’ No Storage  

X’04’ Bad Function  

X’05’ ECB Wait XM  

X’06’ No ECB@  

X’07’ No PET@  

X’08’ No WAITCORR@  

X’09’ No WAITCORR  

X’0A’ BD WAITCORR  

X’0B’ No IMPL SIGNON for XM  

X’0C’ Request Timeout  

X’0D’ Request Cancelled  

X’10’ Can’t Read RETAREA  

X’11’ Can’t Read ATTRLIST  

X’12’ Can’t Read USERID  

X’13’ Can’t Read ENTNAME  

X’14’ Can’t Read EVENTLIST  

X’15’ Can’t Read CONNDATA  

X’16’ Can’t Read CHDNAME  

X’17’ Can’t Read CHDNAME  

X’18’ Can’t Read VALAREA  

X’19’ Can’t Read CMDAREA  

X’1A’ Can’t Read ACEE  

X’1B’ Can’t Read ECB  
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X’1C’ Can’t Read PET  

X’1D’ Can’t Read PLIST  

X’1E’ Can’t Read EVENTEXIT STRT  

X’20’ No ADDR for RETAREA  

X’21’ No ADDR for ATTRLIST  

X’22’ NO ADDR for EVENTLIST  

X’23’ No ADDR for CONNDATA  

X’24’ No ADDR for VALAREA  

X’25’ No ADDR for CMDAREA  

X’30’ RETAREA too Short  

X’31’ ATTRLIST Too Short  

X’32’ EVENTLIST Too Short  

X’33’ Bad Length for CONNDATA  

X’33’ Bad Length for VALAREA  

X’35’ Bad Length for CMDAREA  

X’40’ Can’t Write RETAREA  

X’41’ Can’t Write ATTRLIST  

X’49’ Can’t Write PET  

X’4A9’ Can’t Write RUNIQUE  

X’4B’ Can’t Write ECB  

X’4C’ Can’t Write WAITCORR  

X’4D’ Can’t Write APITOKEN  

X’4E’ Can’t Write TOPTOKEN  

X’4F’ Can’t Write ENTTOKEN  

X’50’ Internal Error  

X’60’ Transport Error  

X’70’ Send CMD Internal Error 1  

X’81’ Bad Value for Action  

X’82’ Bad Value for EVA  

X’82’ Bad Value for STRTYPE  

X’82’ Bad Value for CSDELIM  

X’83’ Bad Value for ATTR  

X’84’ Bad Value for REFRESH  

X’85’ Bad Value for CMDFMT  

X’86’ Bad Value for CMDTYPE (Internal)  

X’87’ Bad Value for ATTRLEN  

X’88’ Bad Value for ATTRCODE  

X’89’ Bad Value for CMDAREA (N/SUPP)  

X’90’ Bad MOD Function Code  

X’91’ Bad Action Code  

X’92’ No Event Exit  

X’93’ No Connection to Entity  
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X’94’ Spare  

X’95’ No Event Codes in List  

X’96’ EVENTLIST Count Bad  

X’97’ Unknown Event Code  

X’98’ APIINFO Area Too Short  

X’9A’ General RET Data Write Error  

X’9B’ ABEND  

X’9C’ I/P Areas Too Long  

X’9D’ APITOKEN Bad  

X’9E’ Session Closing  

X’9F’ Not Authorized  

X’A0’ Bad SEC Option  

X’A1’ No Topology Slots  

X’A2’ Bad TOPTOKEN  

X’A3’ Bad ENFORMAT  

X’A4’ Bad ENTID  

X’A5’ No Connection to Parent ENTID  

X’A6’ Bad Parent ENTID  

X’A7’ Entity Not Found  

X’A8’ No Access to Entity  

X’A9’ Too Many Entity Connections  

X’AA’ Bad ENTTOKEN Note:  For more information, see Bad
ENTTOKEN Sub-Reasons.

X’AB’ Bad Number of Attributes  

X’AC’ Bad ‘Number’  

X’AD’ Bad ‘Code’ for (INFO,??)  

X’AE’ Bad ‘Type’  

X’AF’ No ‘NAME’ Provided  

X‘B0’ ‘Num’ and ‘Type’ both zero  

X’B1’ SENDCMD Text Parse Error  

X’B2’ SENDCMD Struct Data Error  

X’B3’ SENDCMD Unknown Command  

X’B4’ SENDCMD CMD N/S by TGT  

X’B5’ SENDCMD User Not Authorized  

X’B6’ SENDCMD Issue Error  

X’B7’ SENDCMD No STG  

X’C1’ GETATTR Internal Error 1  

X’C2’ GETATTR Internal Error 2  

X’C3’ CONN PCONN=N, Not Authorized  

X’C4’ GEN N/AUTH Note:  For more information, see Not
Authorized Sub-Reasons.
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X’C5’ ATTR UPD Fail Note:  For more information, see
Attribute Update Failure Sub-Reasons.

X’C6’ Bad ACEE  

X’C7’ Bad XMUID Option  

X’C8’ SEC Login Failed  

X’FD’ PET N/S Yet  

X’FE’ XM Mode N/S Yet  

X’FF’ This Function N/S Yet  

Server Inactive Sub-Reasons

The following table lists the Server Inactive Sub-Reasons:

Code Sub-Reason

X’10’ SSI Not Active

X’11’ HWI Not Active

X’12’ SAB Not Allocated

X’13’ SAB Bad EYEC

X’14’ $HWS In SAB Not Initialized

X’15’ K70 NTCONST Bad

X’16’ K70 NTVLMI Bad

X’17’ DEV SSID N/ACT/FND

X’18’ API @ Is Zero

X’F0’ Server Shutting Down

X’FF’ Server TERM While Wait

Bad ENTTOKEN Sub-Reasons

The following table lists the Bad ENTTOKEN Sub-Reasons:

Code Sub-Reason

X'01' ENTTOKEN Is Zero

X’02’ ENTTOKEN Bad Format

X’03’ ENTTOKEN Value Not Found (I.E. Not Connected)

Not Authorized Sub-Reasons

The following table lists the Not Authorized Sub-Reasons:

Code Sub-Reason

X'01' No Access to Entity

X’02’ No Access to Parent Entity

X’03’ No Access to Child Entity

X’10’ Don’t Have READ Authorization

X’11’ Don’t Have UPDATE Authorization

X’12’ Don’t Have ‘CTL’ Authorization

X’13’ Don’t have ALTER Authorization

X’20’ SEC=SRV Not Authorized
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X’21’ ACEE PROV Not Authorized

Attribute Update Failure Sub-Reasons

The following table lists the Attribute Update Failure Sub-Reasons:

Code Sub-Reason

X’10’ Attribute Code Bad (< 1)

X’11’ Attribute Code Not Known

X’12’ ATTR Code N/S for Entity

X’13’ Attribute Code Not Updatable

X’14’ Attribute Value Length > Area Length

X’1F’ Storage Error

X’20’ Entity Deleted

X’21’ No Current I/F

X’22’ Current I/F No Attribute MOD

X’23’ Attribute N/S by Current I/F

X’24’ Attribute N/U by Current I/F

X’30’ Bad Value Length

X’31’ Bad Value

X’32’ Security Error (See Log)

X’33’ Interface Error (See Log)

X’3F’ Unknown I/F Error

X’99’ Unknown Error

 NK0001
HIS FACILITY BASIC INITIALIZATION COMPLETE. VERSION: vvv

HIS FACILITY BASIC INITIALIZATION COMPLETE. VERSION: vvv

Reason:

Basic initialization of Hardware Interface Service is complete.

vvv identifies the version.

The message is written to HISLOG.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0080
HIS FACILITY INITIALIZATION FAILED - reason

HIS FACILITY INITIALIZATION FAILED - reason

Reason:

Basic initialization of Hardware Interface Service failed.

reason
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Displays the cause of the failure:

• UNSUPPORTED OPERATING SYSTEM/VERSION: name version
Indicates that the service is not supported on this operating system or this version of the operating system.

• ONLY 1 H/W SERVER CAN BE EXECUTING
Indicates that only one instance of the service can be active at a time.

• FACILITY INTERFACE INIT FAILED. I/F: aaa RC: bbb
Indicates that the chosen hardware interface (such as BCPii) facility could not be initialized.

Note:  For other reasons, contact CA Support.

The message is written to HISLOG.

System Action:

The service terminates.

User Action:

For assistance, contact CA Support.

 NK0301
HARDWARE INTERFACE SERVICE ACTIVE. VERSION: vvv

HARDWARE INTERFACE SERVICE ACTIVE. VERSION: vvv

Reason:

Hardware Interface Service is active. This message is part of the response to the STATUS command.

vvv identifies the version.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0302
- HWIMODE: mode

- HWIMODE: mode

Reason:

A specific HWIMODE was requested. This message is part of the response to the STATUS command.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0303
- API IS api-mode

- API IS api-mode

Reason:

This message displays the status of the Hardware Interface Service API.

api-mode is either AVAILABLE or NOT AVAILABLE.

System Action:

None.
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User Action:

None.

 NK0380
HIS SETUP ERROR: reason

HIS SETUP ERROR: reason

Reason:

An error occurs during the initialization of Hardware Interface Service.

reason displays the reason for the error.

The message is written to HISLOG.

System Action:

The service terminates.

User Action:

For assistance, contact CA Support.

 NK0501
commandname COMMAND COMPLETED

commandname COMMAND COMPLETED

Reason:

The indicated command has been processed. This message is issued in response to various HWI-related commands.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0510
COMMAND PASSED TO OPERATING SYSTEM

COMMAND PASSED TO OPERATING SYSTEM

Reason:

A requested command has been passed to the operating system for processing. This message is a response to the HWIZCMD
command.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0511
COMMAND ISSUE FAILED. RC: rr

COMMAND ISSUE FAILED. RC: rr

Reason:

This message indicates that an error occurred while processing the HWIZCMD command. rr has one of the following values:

• 4 indicates that the system command text is null, blank, or too long.
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• 8 indicates an unknown or invalid correlator (internal error).
• 32 indicates that the Hardware Interface Service region is in shutdown.

System Action:

A console is not allocated.

User Action:

None.

 NK0512
UNABLE TO ALLOCATE CONSOLE. RC:

UNABLE TO ALLOCATE CONSOLE. RC:

Reason:

This message indicates that an error occurred while processing the HWIZCMD command, with OPT=ALLOC. The return
code (RC) can have one of following values:

• 8 indicates invalid authority.
• 12 indicates that all consoles are in use.
• 16 indicates an allocation error (message in log).
• 32 indicates that the Hardware Interface Service region is in shutdown.

System Action:

The command is not passed on to the operating system.

User Action:

None.

 NK0516
CANNOT ALLOCATE CONSOLE - ONE ALREADY ALLOCATED

CANNOT ALLOCATE CONSOLE - ONE ALREADY ALLOCATED

Reason:

This message indicates that an error occurred while processing the HWIZCMD command, with OPT=ALLOC. A console has
already been allocated to this session.

System Action:

A new console is not allocated.

User Action:

None.

 NK0517
CONSOLE ALLOCATED. NAME: nnn

CONSOLE ALLOCATED. NAME: nnn

Reason:

This message indicates that an HWIZCMD command with OPT=ALLOC has allocated an EMCS console. nnn is the console
name.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.
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 NK0518
CANNOT RELEASE CONSOLE - NO CONSOLE ALLOCATED

CANNOT RELEASE CONSOLE - NO CONSOLE ALLOCATED

Reason:

This message indicates that an HWIZCMD OPT=RELEASE command was issued, but no console is allocated to the
environment.

System Action:

The command is ignored.

User Action:

None.

 NK0519
CONSOLE RELEASED

CONSOLE RELEASED

Reason:

This message indicates that an HWIZCMD OPT=RELEASE command was issued. The console was release.

System Action:

The EMCS console that is allocated to the environment is released.

User Action:

None.

 NK0520
COMMAND PASSED TO ENTITY

COMMAND PASSED TO ENTITY

Reason:

This message indicates that an HWIECMD OPT=ISSUE command was issued. The command that was specified has been
passed to the target entity for processing.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0521
COMMAND ISSUE FAILED. RC: aa RS: bb

COMMAND ISSUE FAILED. RC: aa RS: bb

Reason:

This message indicates that an HWIECMD OPT=ISSUE command was issued. The command failed. aa is the return code,
and bb is the reason code.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.
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 NK0522
HWIECMD OPT=ALLOC OK. ID: iiii

HWIECMD OPT=ALLOC OK. ID: iiii

Reason:

This message indicates that an HWIECMD OPT=ALLOC command was issued. The allocation was successful. iiii is the
assigned identifier.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0523
HWIECMD OPT=FREE OK. information

HWIECMD OPT=FREE OK. information

Reason:

This message indicates that an HWIECMD OPT=FREE command was issued. information displays any additional
information.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0530
SYSTEM EVENT - ET/EN IGNORED

SYSTEM EVENT - ET/EN IGNORED

Reason:

The ET and EN parameters were specified. The parameters were ignored because the nominated event is a system event. This
message is issued in response to an HWIEVENT command.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0570
MSGID LIST SYNTAX ERROR

MSGID LIST SYNTAX ERROR

Reason:

THE EM= OR AM= operand of the HWIECMD command is not in the correct format. The value must be a parenthesized list
of message IDs.

System Action:

None.

User Action:
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None.

 NK0571
MSGID LIST HAS TOO MANY ENTRIES

MSGID LIST HAS TOO MANY ENTRIES

Reason:

THE EM= OR AM= operand of the HWIECMD command has too many entries in the list.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0572
MSGID IN THE LIST IS NULL OR TOO LONG

MSGID IN THE LIST IS NULL OR TOO LONG

Reason:

THE EM= OR AM= operand of the HWIECMD command has an invalid entry. Each entry must be 1 through 12 characters
long.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0580
commandname COMMAND FAILED, STORAGE SHORTAGE

commandname COMMAND FAILED, STORAGE SHORTAGE

Reason:

The indicated command has not been processed due to a storage shortage in the Hardware Interface Service region. This
message is issued in response to a HWIEVENT command.

System Action:

The command is ignored.

User Action:

Investigate the reason for the storage shortage.

 NK0581
ENTITY-REL EVENT REQUIRES ET/EN OPERANDS

ENTITY-REL EVENT REQUIRES ET/EN OPERANDS

Reason:

The HWIEVENT command has not been processed because the ET and EN operands were not supplied. These operands are
required for an entity-related event.

System Action:

The command is ignored.
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User Action:

Supply the entity type and name operands.

 NK0582
ENTITY TYPE/NAME NOT FOUND

ENTITY TYPE/NAME NOT FOUND

Reason:

The HWIEVENT command has not been processed because the nominated entity type (ET) and entity name (EN) could not be
found.

System Action:

The command is ignored.

User Action:

Supply a known entity type and name.

 NK0589
cmdname ERROR. REASON: rrrr

cmdname ERROR. REASON: rrrr

Reason:

An HWI command had an error. cmdname identifies the command, and rrrr describes the error.

System Action:

The command is ignored.

User Action:

Supply a known entity type and name.

 NK0590
EVENT NAME INVALID

EVENT NAME INVALID

Reason:

The HWIEVENT command has not been processed because an unrecognized event name was supplied.

System Action:

The command is ignored.

User Action:

Supply a valid event name.

 NK0595
COMMAND ISSUED. CMD: command_text

COMMAND ISSUED. CMD: command_text

Reason:

A command was issued to the operating system. The issued command text is shown.

System Action:

The command is ignored.

User Action:
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Supply a known entity type and name.

 NK0596
*END* (END OF MSGS FOR LAST CMD)

*END* (END OF MSGS FOR LAST CMD)

Reason:

This message is issued after the (apparent) last response message from a previous command.

System Action:

The command is ignored.

User Action:

Supply a known entity type and name.

 NK0597
COMMAND ISSUE FAILED. REASON: rrr (CMD: command_text)

COMMAND ISSUE FAILED. REASON: rrr (CMD: command_text)

Reason:

This message indicates that the issuing of a command failed. The reason code and the command text are shown.

System Action:

The command is ignored.

User Action:

Supply a known entity type and name.

 NK0610
APITOKEN JOBNAME ASID-TCB@ USERID FLAGS

APITOKEN JOBNAME ASID-TCB@ USERID FLAGS

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWIUSERS command and provides headings for the following information:

• APITOKEN
Is the heading for the API token (connection token) assigned to the Hardware Interface Service user.

• JOBNAME
Is the heading for the job name that is associated with the user.

• ASID-TCB@
Is the heading for the ASID and TCB address of the user.

• USERID
Is the heading for the user ID.

• FLAGS
Is the heading for various flags relating to the API user.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0611
EVEXIT-@ EVCORR1 EVCORR2
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EVEXIT-@ EVCORR1 EVCORR2

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWIUSERS command and provides headings for the following information:

• EVEXI-@
Is the heading for the address (in the user address space) of the event exit.

• EVCORR1
Is the heading for the value of the first event correlator.

• EVCORR2
Is the heading for the value of the second event correlator.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0612
EVSTATUS TOT#-EVT QUE#-EVT #-ABENDS

EVSTATUS TOT#-EVT QUE#-EVT #-ABENDS

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWIUSERS command and provides headings for the following information:

• EVSTASTUS
Is the heading for the status of event delivery for the user.

• TOT#-EVT
Is the heading for the total number of events delivered to the user.

• QUE#-EVT
Is the heading for the current number of events queued to the user.

• #-ABENDS
Is the heading for the number of ABENDs detected in the event exit for the user.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0613
SEC-MASKS: C S O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

SEC-MASKS: C S O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWIUSERS command and provides a heading for the following information:

• SEC-MASKS: C S O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Is the heading for the security masks for the user.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.
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 NK0614
CONN-DATA

CONN-DATA

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWIUSERS command and provides a heading for the following information:

• CONN-DATA
Is the heading for the user-supplied connection data.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0615
apitoken jobname asid-tcb@ userid flags

apitoken jobname asid-tcb@ userid flags

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWIUSERS command and provides information about a user.

For heading information, see message NK0610.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0616
evexit-@ evcorr1 evcorr2

evexit-@ evcorr1 evcorr2

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWIUSERS command and provides information about a user.

For heading information, see message NK0611.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0617
evstatus tot#-evt que#-evt #-abends

evstatus tot#-evt que#-evt #-abends

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWIUSERS command and provides information about a user.

For heading information, see message NK0612.

System Action:
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None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0618
c s 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

c s 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWIUSERS command and provides information about a user.

For heading information, see message NK0613.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0619
conn-data

conn-data

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWIUSERS command and provides information about a user.

For heading information, see message NK0614.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0620
CURRENT HWI ENTITY LIST FOLLOWS...

CURRENT HWI ENTITY LIST FOLLOWS...

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWITOP command and indicates that the output for this command follows.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0621
LV ENTITY TYPE ENTITY NAME ID S

LV ENTITY TYPE ENTITY NAME ID S

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWITOP command and provides column headings for the NK0625 messages
that follow.
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• LV
Displays the entity levels.

• ENTITY TYPE
Displays the entity types.

• ENTITY NAME
Displays the entity names, indented based on the entity level, to indicate the position in the hierarchy.

• ID
Displays the entity IDs.

• S
Displays the entity security groups.

• R: Read-Only
• S: Same
• C: Current
• O: Other
• 1-9: Security groups 1 through to 9

System Action:

None.

 NK0625
lv entity-type entity-name id s

lv entity-type entity-name id s

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWITOP command and provides information about a specific entity.

For information about the column headings, see message NK0621.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0630
HWI DATA TYPE LIST FOLLOWS...

HWI DATA TYPE LIST FOLLOWS...

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWIDT command and indicates that the output for this command follows.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0631
CODE NAME FLGS LEN CTYPE CPAGE

CODE NAME FLGS LEN CTYPE CPAGE

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWIDT command and provides column headings for the NK0635 messages
that follow.
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• CODE
Displays the data type codes (decimal).

• NAME
Displays the data type names.

• FLGS
Displays the data type flags:

• B indicates that the data type is binary.
• C indicates that the data type is character.
• F indicates that the data type is fixed length.
• V indicates that the data type is variable length.

• LEN
Displays the data type length (in bytes). If the data type is variable length, this value is the maximum allowed length.

• CTYPE
For the character data type, displays the character type.

• CPAGE
For the character data type, displays the code page.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0632
DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWIDT command and provides column headings for the NK0636 messages
that follow.

• DESCRIPTION
Describes the data type.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0633
ASM-EQU-NAME

ASM-EQU-NAME

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWIDT command and provides column headings for the NK0637 messages
that follow.

ASM-EQU-NAME

Displays the assembler equate name of the data type code (in the ZHWIEQU macro).

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.
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 NK0635
code name flgs len ctype cpage

code name flgs len ctype cpage

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWIDT command and provides information about a data type.

For information about the column headings, see the description of the NK0631 message.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0636
description

description

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWIDT command and provides descriptive information about a data type.

For information about the column heading, see the description of the NK0632 message.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0637
asm-equ-name

asm-equ-name

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWIDT command and provides the assembler equate name for a data type.

For information about the column heading, see the description of the NK0633 message.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0640
HWI ENTITY TYPE LIST FOLLOWS...

HWI ENTITY TYPE LIST FOLLOWS...

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWIET command and indicates that the output for this command follows.

System Action:

None.

User Action:
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None.

 NK0641
vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvCODE NAME LEV P-CD FLGS GROUP

vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvCODE NAME LEV P-CD FLGS GROUP

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWIET command and provides column headings for the NK0645 messages
that follow.

• CODE
Displays the entity type code (decimal).

• NAME
Displays the entity type name.

• LEV
Displays the entity type level.

• P-CD
Displays the entity type 'parent' code.

• FLGS
Displays the entity type flags.
R indicates a 'root' entity type.

• GROUP
Displays the name of a group that this entity type belongs to.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0642
DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWIET command and provides column headings for the NK0646 messages
that follow.

• DESCRIPTION
Describes the entity type.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0643
ASM-EQU-NAME

ASM-EQU-NAME

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWIET command and provides the column heading for the NK0647 messages
that follow.

• ASM-EQU-NAME
Displays the entity type assembler equate name (in the ZHWIEQU macro).
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System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0645
code name lev p-cd flgs group

code name lev p-cd flgs group

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWIET command and provides information about an entity type.

For information about the columns, see the NK0641 message.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0646
description

description

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWIET command and provides information about an entity type.

For information about the column, see the NK0642 message.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0647
asm-equ-name

asm-equ-name

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWIET command and provides information about an entity type.

For information about the column, see the NK0643 message.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0650
HWI ATTRIBUTE TYPE LIST FOLLOWS...

HWI ATTRIBUTE TYPE LIST FOLLOWS...
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Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWIAT command and indicates that the output for this command follows.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0651
CODE NAME FLGS LEN DTYP DTYPE-NAME

CODE NAME FLGS LEN DTYP DTYPE-NAME

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWIAT command and provides column headings for the NK0655 messages
that follow.

• CODE
Displays the attribute code (decimal).

• NAME
Displays the attribute name.

• FLGS
Displays the attribute flags:

• F indicates that the attribute value is fixed length.
• V indicates that the attribute value is variable length.

• LEN
Displays the (maximum) attribute value length.

• DTYP
Displays the attribute data type code.

• DTYPE-NAME
Displays the attribute data type name.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0652
DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWIAT command and provides the column heading for the NK0656 messages
that follow.

• DESCRIPTION
Describes the attribute.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.
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 NK0653
ASM-EQU-NAME

ASM-EQU-NAME

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWIAT command and provides the column heading for the NK0657 messages
that follow.

• ASM-EQU-NAME
Displays the attribute assembler equate name (in the ZHWIEQU macro).

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0655
code name flgs len dtyp dtype-name

code name flgs len dtyp dtype-name

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWIAT command and provides information about an attribute.

For information about the columns, see the NK0651 message.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0656
description

description

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWIAT command and provides information about an attribute.

For information about the column, see the NK0652 message.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0657
asm-equ-name

asm-equ-name

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWIAT command and provides information about an attribute.

For information about the column, see the NK0653 message.
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System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0660
HWI EVENT TYPE LIST FOLLOWS...

HWI EVENT TYPE LIST FOLLOWS...

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWIEV command and indicates that the output for this command follows.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0661
CODE NAME TYPE

CODE NAME TYPE

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWIEV command and provides column headings for the NK0665 messages
that follow.

• CODE
Displays the event code (decimal).

• NAME
Displays the event name.

• TYPE
Displays the event type:

• SYS indicates a system event.
• ENT indicates an entity-related event.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0662
DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWIEV command and provides the column heading for the NK0666 messages
that follow.

• DESCRIPTION
Describes the attribute.

System Action:

None.
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User Action:

None.

 NK0665
code name type

code name type

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWIEV command and provides information about an event.

For information about the columns, see the NK0661 message.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0666
description

description

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWIEV command and provides information about an event.

For information about the column, see the NK0662 message.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0670
HWI CONSOLE LIST FOLLOWS...

HWI CONSOLE LIST FOLLOWS...

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWICONS command and indicates that the output for this command follows.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0671
NAME FWID AUTH TP USERID F1F2 #CMDS #MSGS #LNES

NAME FWID AUTH TP USERID F1F2 #CMDS #MSGS #LNES

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWICONS command and provides column headings for the NK0675 messages
that follow.

• NAME
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Displays the console name.
• FWID

Displays the fullword console ID.
• AUTH

Displays the console authority:

• 8000 indicates MASTER.
• 4000 indicates ALL.
• 2000 indicates SYS.
• 1000 indicates IO.
• 0800 indicates CONS.
• 0400 indicates INFO.

• TP
Displays the usage type code.

• USERID
Displays the user ID that is associated with the console.

• F1F2
Displays various flags:

• 8000 indicates OK to use.
• 0800 indicates that deallocation in progress.

• #CMDS
Displays the number of commands that are issued through this console.

• #MSGS
Displays the number of messages that are received for this console. (A message can contain more than one line.)

• #LNES
Displays the number of lines that are received for this console.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0674
name fwid auth tp userid f1f2 #cmds #msgs #lnes

name fwid auth tp userid f1f2 #cmds #msgs #lnes

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWICONS command and provides information about a console.

For information about the columns, see the NK0671 message.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0675
ACTIVE HWIZCMD CONSOLE LIST FOLLOWS...

ACTIVE HWIZCMD CONSOLE LIST FOLLOWS...

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWICONS command when there is at least one HWIZCMD console
environment active and indicates that the output for this command follows.

System Action:
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None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0676
NAME AUTH USERID $MTB@ #CMDS #MSGS

NAME AUTH USERID $MTB@ #CMDS #MSGS

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWICONS command when there is at least one HWIZCMD console
environment active and provides column headings for the NK0678 messages that follow.

• NAME
Displays the console name.

• AUTH
Displays the console authority:

• 8000 indicates MASTER.
• 4000 indicates ALL.
• 2000 indicates SYS.
• 1000 indicates IO.
• 0800 indicates CONS.
• 0400 indicates INFO.

• USERID
Displays the console user ID.

• $MTB@
Displays the address of the SSI Message Target Block ($MTB) for this console environment.

• #CMDS
Displays the number of commands that are issued through this console.

• #MSGS
Displays the number of messages that are received for this console.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0678
name auth userid $mtb@ #cmds #msgs

name auth userid $mtb@ #cmds #msgs

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWICONS command when there is at least one HWIZCMD console
environment active.

For information about the columns, see the NK0676 message.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0680
HWI TOPOLOGY ENTITY OS COMMAND ALLOCATIONS FOLLOW...
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HWI TOPOLOGY ENTITY OS COMMAND ALLOCATIONS FOLLOW...

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWIOSCE command and indicates that the output for this command follows.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0681
CORR ENTID DESC USERID AMOD ST FLGS CFLG #CMD #MLA #MLR

CORR ENTID DESC USERID AMOD ST FLGS CFLG #CMD #MLA #MLR

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWIOSCE command and provides column headings for the NK0684 messages
that follow.

• CURR
Identifies the correlator.

• ENTID
Displays the target entity ID.

• DESC
Describes the use of this environment.

• USERID
Displays the associated user ID.

• AMOD
Displays the name of the allocating module.

• ST
Displays the status.

• 00 - new
• 01 - in allocation
• 0A - useable
• 14 - entity has been deleted
• 5A - errors during allocation
• 63 - being deleted

• FLGS
Displays the flags.

• CFLG
Displays the command flags.

• #CMD
Displays the number of issued commands.

• #MLA
Displays the number of accepted message lines.

• #MLR
Displays the number of rejected message lines.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0684
corr entid desc userid amod st flgs cflg #cmd #mls #mlr
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corr entid desc userid amod st flgs cflg #cmd #mls #mlr

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWIOSCE command and provides information about the entity os command
environments.

For information about the columns, see message NK0861.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0685
ACTIVE HWIECMD LIST FOLLOWS...

ACTIVE HWIECMD LIST FOLLOWS...

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWIOSCE command when the HWIZCMD is in use and indicates that the
output for this command follows.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK0686
ID $MTB@ CORR USERID #CMDS #MSGS ENTID ENTTP ENTNAME

ID $MTB@ CORR USERID #CMDS #MSGS ENTID ENTTP ENTNAME

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWIOSCE command and provides column headings for the NK0688 messages
that follow.

• ID
Displays the HWIZCMD ID value.

• $MTB@
Displays the $MTB address.

• CORR
Displays the OSCE correlator value.

• USERID
Displays the associated user ID.

• #CMDS
Displays the number of issued commands.

• MSGS
Displays the number of seen messages.

• ENTID
Displays the entity ID.

• ENTTP
Displays the entity type.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.
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 NK0688
id $mtb@ corr userid #cmds #msgs entid enttp entname

id $mtb@ corr userid #cmds #msgs entid enttp entname

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a SHOW HWIOSCE command and provides information about HWIECMD
environments.

Refer to message NK0686 for column information.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK1010
HWI SERVER SAF REQUEST INFORMATION:

HWI SERVER SAF REQUEST INFORMATION:

Reason:

This message precedes others that indicate the security environment that the HI server uses.

The message is written to HISLOG during region startup.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK1011
APPL: aaaa

APPL: aaaa

Reason:

This message shows the SAF application name that is used when requesting authorization checks.

The message is written to HISLOG during region startup.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK1012
CLASS: cccc

CLASS: cccc

Reason:

This message shows the SAF class name that is used when requesting authorization checks.

The message is written to HISLOG during region startup.

System Action:
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None.

User Action:

None.

 NK1013
PREFIX: pppp

PREFIX: pppp

Reason:

This message shows the prefix that is applied to the 'standard' resource names when issuing authorization checks.

Note: If the prefix is not null, a full stop (.) is inserted between the prefix and the rest of the resource name.

The message is written to HISLOG during region startup.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK1014
RES-TYPE RES-NAME...

RES-TYPE RES-NAME...

Reason:

This message provides a heading for the following NK1016 messages.

• RES-TYPE
Displays the resource type.

• RES-NAME
Display the resource name (full name, including any prefix).

The message is written to HISLOG during region startup.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK1015
RES-TYPE RES-NAME...

RES-TYPE RES-NAME...

Reason:

This message provides a heading for the following NK1016 messages.

• RES-TYPE
Displays the resource type.

• RES-NAME
Display the resource name (full name, including any prefix).

The message is written to HISLOG during region startup.

System Action:

None.
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User Action:

None.

 NK1016
resource-type resource-name

resource-type resource-name

Reason:

This message shows the SAF resource name that is used for authorization checks for a specific resource type.

The message is written to HISLOG during region startup.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK1019
END OF SAF INFORMATION

END OF SAF INFORMATION

Reason:

All SAF information has been logged.

The message is written to HISLOG during region startup.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK1170
REQ # aaa (HT # bbb) SAF REQUEST ERROR. FROM m+o FUNC: ff (NAME: nn)

REQ # aaa (HT # bbb) SAF REQUEST ERROR. FROM m+o FUNC: ff (NAME: nn)

Reason:

An authorization request got a serious error.

The message is written to HISLOG.

System Action:

The request is treated as if no authorization was allowed.

User Action:

For assistance, contact CA Support.

 

 

 NK1171
RSLT: aaa TIME: bbb SAFRC: ccc RACFRC: ddd RACFRS: eee

RSLT: aaa TIME: bbb SAFRC: ccc RACFRC: ddd RACFRS: eee
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Reason:

An authorization request got a serious error.

The message is written to HISLOG.

System Action:

The request is treated as if no authorization was allowed.

User Action:

For assistance, contact CA Support.

 

 

 NK1172
name value

name value

Reason:

An authorization request got a serious error.

The message is written to HISLOG.

System Action:

The request is treated as if no authorization was allowed.

User Action:

For assistance, contact CA Support.

 

 NK1180
STARTING SAF TASK # nnn

STARTING SAF TASK # nnn

Reason:

A new SAF interface task is starting.

The message is written to HISLOG.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK1181
STARTED SAF TASK # nnn

STARTED SAF TASK # nnn

Reason:

A new SAF interface task is started.

The message is written to HISLOG.

System Action:

None.
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User Action:

None.

 NK1185
SAF REQ # aaa (HT #L bbb) FROM m+o FUNC: ccc STARTING...

SAF REQ # aaa (HT #L bbb) FROM m+o FUNC: ccc STARTING...

Reason:

A SAF request is made.

The message is written to HISLOG.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK1186
SAF REQ # aaa (HT #L bbb) FROM m+o FUNC: ccc DONE.
RSLT: ddd TIME: eee SAFRC: fff RACFRC: ggg RACFRS: hhh

SAF REQ # aaa (HT #L bbb) FROM m+o FUNC: ccc DONE.
RSLT: ddd TIME: eee SAFRC: fff RACFRC: ggg RACFRS: hhh

Reason:

A SAF request is completed.

The message is written to HISLOG.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK1189
SAF REQ # aaa (HT #L bbb) FROM m+o FUNC: ccc ABENDED. TIME: eee INFO: fff (SEE LOG
FOR MORE INFO)

SAF REQ # aaa (HT #L bbb) FROM m+o FUNC: ccc ABENDED. TIME: eee INFO: fff (SEE LOG FOR MORE INFO)

Reason:

A SAF request abends.

The message is written to HISLOG. More information about the ABEND is in other messages in the log.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK2080
SAF REQ # aaa (HT #L bbb) FROM m+o FUNC: ccc ABENDED. TIME: eee INFO: fff (SEE LOG
FOR MORE INFO)
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SAF REQ # aaa (HT #L bbb) FROM m+o FUNC: ccc ABENDED. TIME: eee INFO: fff (SEE LOG FOR MORE INFO)

Reason:

A SAF request abends.

The message is written to HISLOG. More information about the ABEND is in other messages in the log.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK3010
CONSOLE ALLOCATION ERROR. NAME: nn MCSOPER RC (X): rr MCSOPER FB (X): ff

CONSOLE ALLOCATION ERROR. NAME: nn MCSOPER RC (X): rr MCSOPER FB (X): ff

Reason:

An error occurs while allocating an XMCS console.

nn is the console name.

rr is the MCSOPER interface return code.

ff is the MCSOPER interface feedback code.

The message is written to HISLOG.

System Action:

The console is not allocated.

User Action:

For assistance, contact CA Support.

 NK3070
CONSOLE RELEASE ERROR. NAME: nn MCSOPER RC (X): rr MCSOPER FB (X): ff

CONSOLE RELEASE ERROR. NAME: nn MCSOPER RC (X): rr MCSOPER FB (X): ff

Reason:

An error occurred while releasing an XMCS console.

• nn
Is the console name.

• rr
Is the MCSOPER interface return code.

• ff
Is the MCSOPER interface feedback code.

The message is written to HISLOG.

System Action:

The console is not released.

User Action:

For assistance, contact CA Support.

 NK3090
CONSOLE ALLOC/FREE SUBTASK HAS ABENDED ABEND TYPE: aaa' ABEND CODE: bbb

CONSOLE ALLOC/FREE SUBTASK HAS ABENDED ABEND TYPE: aaa' ABEND CODE: bbb
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Reason:

An ABEND occurred while allocating or releasing an XMCS console.

• aaa
Is the ABEND type.

• bbb
Is the ABEND code.

The message is written to HISLOG.

System Action:

Processing is not performed.

User Action:

For assistance, contact CA Support.

 NK3091
CONSOLE ISSUE SUBTASK HAS ABENDED ABEND TYPE: aaa' ABEND CODE: bbb

CONSOLE ISSUE SUBTASK HAS ABENDED ABEND TYPE: aaa' ABEND CODE: bbb

Reason:

An ABEND occurred while issuing a command using an XMCS console.

• aaa
Is the ABEND type.

• bbb
Is the ABEND code.

The message is written to HISLOG.

System Action:

Processing is not performed.

User Action:

For assistance, contact CA Support.

 NK3170
CONSOLE RELEASE ERROR. NAME: nn MCSOPER RC (X): rr MCSOPER FB (X): ff

CONSOLE RELEASE ERROR. NAME: nn MCSOPER RC (X): rr MCSOPER FB (X): ff

Reason:

An error occurred while releasing an XMCS console.

• nn
Is the console name.

• rr
Is the MCSOPER interface return code.

• ff
Is the MCSOPER interface feedback code.

The message is written to HISLOG.

System Action:

The console is not released.

User Action:

For assistance, contact CA Support.
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 NK5081
I REQ @: aaaaaaaa FC: bb CASID-TCBS: cc-dd/ee/ff

I REQ @: aaaaaaaa FC: bb CASID-TCBS: cc-dd/ee/ff

Reason:

This message is written to HISLOG when the API tracing is in effect.

• aaaaaaaa
Is the address of the request control block ($HWRQ).

• bb
Is the function code from the $HWRQ.

• cc
Is the ASID for the request.

• dd
Is the 'current' TCB for the request.

• ee
Is the 'job step' TCB for the request.

• ff
Is the 'cross memory' TCB for the request.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK5082
aaaaaaaa F1/2: bb/cc CU/HU: dd/ee HASID: ff

aaaaaaaa F1/2: bb/cc CU/HU: dd/ee HASID: ff

Reason:

This message is written to HISLOG when the API tracing is in effect.

• aaaaaaaa
Is the $HWRQ address.

• bb
Is flag 1 from the request control block ($HWRQ).

• cc
Is flag 2 from the request control block ($HWRQ).

• dd
Is the current user ID from the request control block ($HWRQ).

• ee
Is the home user ID from the request control block ($HWRQ).

• ff
Is the home ASID from the request control block ($HWRQ).

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK5083
aaaaaaaa AT: bb

aaaaaaaa AT: bb
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Reason:

This message is written to HISLOG when the API tracing is in effect.

• aaaaaaaa
Is the $HWRQ address.

• bb
Is the API token.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK5087
aaaaaaaa RQ: bb

aaaaaaaa RQ: bb

Reason:

This message is written to HISLOG when the API tracing is in effect.

• aaaaaaaa
Is the $HWRQ address.

• bb
Is the request name.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK5088
H REQ @: aaaaaaaa FC: bb HMODN: cc HMODF: dd

H REQ @: aaaaaaaa FC: bb HMODN: cc HMODF: dd

Reason:

This message is written to HISLOG when the API tracing is in effect.

• aaaaaaaa
Is the address of the request control block ($HWRQ).

• bb
Is the function code from the $HWRQ.

• cc
Is the handling module name.

• dd
Is the handling module function code.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK5089
D REQ @: aaaaaaaa FC: bb HMODN: cc REQ R15: dd REQ R0: ee
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D REQ @: aaaaaaaa FC: bb HMODN: cc REQ R15: dd REQ R0: ee

Reason:

This message is written to HISLOG when the API tracing is in effect.

• aaaaaaaa
Is the address of the request control block ($HWRQ).

• bb
Is the function code from the $HWRQ.

• cc
Is the handling module name.

• dd
Is the request R15 value.

• ee
Is the request R0 value.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK5110
HIS API CONN (a) T: b A-T: c J: d U: e I: f

HIS API CONN (a) T: b A-T: c J: d U: e I: f

Reason:

An API user connects.

• a
Identifies the connection type:

• I indicates an implicit connection.
• X indicates an explicit connection.

• b
Is the APITOKEN value for the user.

• c
Is the ASID and TCB for the user.

• d
Is the job name for the user.

• e
Is the user ID for the user.

• f
Contains five characters that provide the following information:

• Character 1 indicates whether the user is in cross-memory mode (X) or not (H).
• Character 2 indicates whether the user is authorized (A) or not (U).
• Character 3 indicates whether server security has been requested (S) or not (N).
• Character 4 indicates whether tracing has been requested (Y) or not (T).
• Character 5 is the TCB association:

• X indicates a cross-memory user.
• T indicates the connecting TCB.
• J indicates JSTCB.

The message is written to HISLOG.

System Action:

None.

User Action:
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None.

 NK5111
... CONN DATA: d

... CONN DATA: d

Reason:

An API user connects.

d displays any supplied connection data.

The message is written to HISLOG.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK5115
HIS API DISC (a) T: b A-T: c J: d U: e

HIS API DISC (a) T: b A-T: c J: d U: e

Reason:

An API user disconnects.

• a
Identifies the connection type:

• I indicates an implicit connection.
• X indicates an explicit connection.

• b
Is the APITOKEN value for the user.

• c
Is the ASID and TCB for the user.

• d
Is the job name for the user.

• e
Is the user ID for the user.

The message is written to HISLOG.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK5116
... CONN DATA: d

... CONN DATA: d

Reason:

An API user disconnects.

d displays any supplied connection data.

The message is written to HISLOG.
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System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK6010
EVENT REQUEST FROM NM000aaa NAME: bb (CODE: cc) SRC: dd ENT NAME + TYPE: ee ff

EVENT REQUEST FROM NM000aaa NAME: bb (CODE: cc) SRC: dd ENT NAME + TYPE: ee ff

Reason:

The internal event processor of Hardware Interface Service received an event.

The message displays information about the event.

The message is written to HISLOG.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK6280
INVALID EVENT VECTOR. REASON: aa CODE: bb (NAME: cc) $HWEN OFFSET: dd K60
CALLER: ee+ff

INVALID EVENT VECTOR. REASON: aa CODE: bb (NAME: cc) $HWEN OFFSET: dd K60 CALLER: ee+ff

Reason:

The internal Hardware Interface Service API module that handles events was given an invalid event vector.

Information about the vector is displayed.

The message is written to HISLOG.

System Action:

The event exit is disabled. The exit is not called again.

User Action:

Correct the event exit.

 NK8030
HIS INITIAL TOPOLOGY COLLECTION STARTING. H/W INTERFACE: name

HIS INITIAL TOPOLOGY COLLECTION STARTING. H/W INTERFACE: name

Reason:

The initial topology collection is starting.

name identifies the hardware interface name.

The message is written to HISLOG.

System Action:

Topology collection starts.

User Action:

None.
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 NK8610
COMMAND ISSUED

COMMAND ISSUED

Reason:

The internal Hardware Interface Service API module that handles issuing commands against an entity was called.

The command was issued.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK8611
REQUEST CANCELLED

REQUEST CANCELLED

Reason:

The internal Hardware Interface Service API module that handles issuing commands against an entity was called.

The request was canceled before the command was processed.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NK8612
UNKNOWN COMMAND

UNKNOWN COMMAND

Reason:

The internal Hardware Interface Service API module that handles issuing commands against an entity was called.

The command was unknown.

System Action:

The command is not processed.

User Action:

Correct the command.

 NK8613
COMMAND TEXT PARSING ERROR

COMMAND TEXT PARSING ERROR

Reason:

The internal Hardware Interface Service API module that handles issuing commands against an entity was called.

Parsing of the command failed.

System Action:

The command is not processed.
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User Action:

Correct the command.

 NK8614
STRUCTURED AREA TOO SHORT

STRUCTURED AREA TOO SHORT

Reason:

The internal Hardware Interface Service API module that handles issuing commands against an entity was called.

An internal error that is related to the command format occurred.

System Action:

The command is not processed.

User Action:

Correct the command.

 NK8615
STRUCTURED AREA FIELD IN ERROR

STRUCTURED AREA FIELD IN ERROR

Reason:

The internal Hardware Interface Service API module that handles issuing commands against an entity was called.

An internal error that is related to the command format occurred.

System Action:

The command is not processed.

User Action:

Correct the command.

 NK8616
COMMAND NOT SUPPORTED BY ENTITY

COMMAND NOT SUPPORTED BY ENTITY

Reason:

The internal Hardware Interface Service API module that handles issuing commands against an entity was called.

The targeted entity does not support the command.

System Action:

The command is not processed.

User Action:

Correct the command.

 NK8617
USER NOT AUTHORIZED FOR COMMAND

USER NOT AUTHORIZED FOR COMMAND

Reason:

The internal Hardware Interface Service API module that handles issuing commands against an entity was called.
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The issuing user is not authorized to issue the command.

System Action:

The command is not processed.

User Action:

Correct the command.

 NK8618
COMMAND ISSUE ERROR

COMMAND ISSUE ERROR

Reason:

The internal Hardware Interface Service API module that handles issuing commands against an entity was called.

An error occurred when issuing the command.

System Action:

The command is not processed.

User Action:

Correct the command.

 NK8630
OSCMD COMMAND TEXT IS NULL OR BLANK

OSCMD COMMAND TEXT IS NULL OR BLANK

Reason:

The internal Hardware Interface Service API module that handles issuing commands against an entity was called.

The command was OSCMD. The OSCMD command text is null or blank.

System Action:

The command is not processed.

User Action:

Correct the command.

 NK8631
OSCMD COMMAND TEXT IS TOO LONG

OSCMD COMMAND TEXT IS TOO LONG

Reason:

The internal Hardware Interface Service API module that handles issuing commands against an entity was called.

The command was OSCMD. The OSCMD command text is too long.

System Action:

The command is not processed.

User Action:

Correct the command.

 NK8632
OSCMD 'COMMAND=' OPERAND IS REQUIRED
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OSCMD 'COMMAND=' OPERAND IS REQUIRED

Reason:

The internal Hardware Interface Service API module that handles issuing commands against an entity was called.

The command was OSCMD. The actual command was not provided.

System Action:

The command is not processed.

User Action:

Correct the command.

 NK8633
INVALID HWMSG TIMESTAMP

INVALID HWMSG TIMESTAMP

Reason:

The internal Hardware Interface Service API module that handles issuing commands against an entity was called.

The command was HWMSG. The timestamp was invalid. The valid format is YYYYMMDDHHMMSSTTT.

System Action:

The command is not processed.

User Action:

Correct the command.

 NK8634
INVALID LOAD/IPL PARM (TOO LONG)

INVALID LOAD/IPL PARM (TOO LONG)

Reason:

The internal Hardware Interface Service API module that handles issuing commands against an entity was called.

The command was LOAD or IPL. The PARM value was too long.

System Action:

The command is not processed.

User Action:

Correct the command.

 NK8635
LOAD/IPL 'PARM=' MUST PRECEDE 'OPSYSLOADPARM='

LOAD/IPL 'PARM=' MUST PRECEDE 'OPSYSLOADPARM='

Reason:

The internal Hardware Interface Service API module that handles issuing commands against an entity was called.

The command was LOAD or IPL. Both the PARM= and OPSYSOADPARM= parameters were specified, but the PARM=
parameter was specified after the OPSYSLOADPARM= parameter, which is not supported.

System Action:

The command is not processed.

User Action:

Correct the command.
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 NK8651
$TEST$$ - START UID: aa ENT: bb DLY: cc

$TEST$$ - START UID: aa ENT: bb DLY: cc

Reason:

This message is in response to the internal testing $TEST$$ command.

Command processing has started.

System Action:

The command is not processed.

User Action:

Correct the command.

 NK8652
$TEST$$ - END UID: aa ENT: bb

$TEST$$ - END UID: aa ENT: bb

Reason:

This message is in response to the internal testing $TEST$$ command.

Command processing has ended.

System Action:

The command is not processed.

User Action:

Correct the command.

 NK8653
$TEST$$ - CAN UID: aa ENT: bb

$TEST$$ - CAN UID: aa ENT: bb

Reason:

This message is in response to the internal testing $TEST$$ command.

The command was canceled.

System Action:

The command is not processed.

User Action:

Correct the command.

 NK8801
ATTR UPD REQ FOR ENT: aa (TYPE: bb) FROM cc ATTR-CODE: dd (ID: ee)

ATTR UPD REQ FOR ENT: aa (TYPE: bb) FROM cc ATTR-CODE: dd (ID: ee)

Reason:

The internal Hardware Interface Service API module that handles the attribute update for an entity was called.

Information about the request is displayed.

The message is written to HISLOG.

System Action:
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None.

User Action:

None.

 NK8802
ATTR UPD RESULT. (ID: aa ATTR-CODE: bb ATTR-NAME: cc) dd (result)

ATTR UPD RESULT. (ID: aa ATTR-CODE: bb ATTR-NAME: cc) dd (result)

Reason:

The internal Hardware Interface Service API module that handles the attribute update for an entity was called, and processing
has completed.

Information about the result is displayed.

The message is written to HISLOG.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

on:

None.

 NKA001
BCPII HARDWARE INTERFACE INITIALIZATION COMPLETE.

BCPII HARDWARE INTERFACE INITIALIZATION COMPLETE.

Reason:

The Hardware Interface Service BCPii interface has completed initialization.

This message is written to HISLOG.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NKA080
BCPII H/W I/F INITIALIZATION FAILED - reason

BCPII H/W I/F INITIALIZATION FAILED - reason

Reason:

The Hardware Interface Service BCPii interface has not initialized.

reason displays the reason of the failure.

The message is written to HISLOG.

System Action:

Hardware Interface Service fails to initialize.

User Action:

For assistance, contact CA Support.
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 NKA401
'BCPII' HARDWARE INTERFACE ACTIVE

'BCPII' HARDWARE INTERFACE ACTIVE

Reason:

The Hardware Interface Service is using the BCPii interface. This message is part of the response to the STATUS command.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NKAA10
text

text

Reason:

A debug option is set for Hardware Interface Service.

text contains the debugging information.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NKAA20
text

text

Reason:

text indicates a processing phase of the Hardware Interface Service BCPii interface.

The message is written to HISLOG.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NKAA70
BCPII ERROR. INFORMATION: iii - BCPII INFO FOLLOWS...

BCPII ERROR. INFORMATION: iii - BCPII INFO FOLLOWS...

Reason:

An error is returned by BCPii.

The message is written to HISLOG. An NKAA71 message follows with more information.

System Action:

None.

User Action:
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For assistance, contact CA Support.

 NKAA71
BCPII REQUEST INFO. REQ: aa RC (D,X): bb cc DIAG: dd

BCPII REQUEST INFO. REQ: aa RC (D,X): bb cc DIAG: dd

Reason:

A BCPii error is detected.

aa identifies the request (call) name.

bb is the return code (decimal).

cc is the return code (hexadecimal).

dd displays the diagnostic information.

The message is written to HISLOG.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

For assistance, contact CA Support.

 NKAA72
ERROR. INFORMATION: iii

ERROR. INFORMATION: iii

Reason:

A BCPii error is detected.

iii indicates the problem.

The message is written to HISLOG.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

For assistance, contact CA Support.

 NKAA73
UNABLE TO CONTACT BCPII A/S. REQUEST: aa TYPE: bb (BCPII RC D/X: cc dd)

UNABLE TO CONTACT BCPII A/S. REQUEST: aa TYPE: bb (BCPII RC D/X: cc dd)

Reason:

Hardware Interface Service determines that the BCPii address space is not active or a serious problem with BCPii is found.

• aa
Identifies the operation that was being performed when the error occurred.

• bb
Identifies the operation type.

• cc
Is the BCPii return code (decimal).

• dd
Is the BCPii return code (hexadecimal).

The message is written to HISLOG.

System Action:
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None.

User Action:

For assistance, contact CA Support.

 NKAA74
BCPII INTERFACE ERROR. REQUEST: aa RC: bb

BCPII INTERFACE ERROR. REQUEST: aa RC: bb

Reason:

An error occurs in the BCPii interface.

aa identifies the request name.

bb is a reason code.

The message is written to HISLOG.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

For assistance, contact CA Support.

 NKAA75
BCPII SAF AUTHORIZATION ERROR. REQUEST: aa NAME: bb TYPE: cc

BCPII SAF AUTHORIZATION ERROR. REQUEST: aa NAME: bb TYPE: cc

Reason:

A return code of X'F02' has occurred while calling BCPii. The Hardware Interface Service does not have correct SAF
authorization for the request.

• aa
Identifies the request name.

• bb
Identifies the hardware entity name.

• cc
Identifies the entity type.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

If the request is HWICONN and the type is CPC, check that the SNMP community name specified in the security product for
the CPC matches the SNMP community name defined in the support element of the CPC.

For information about configuring security for the Hardware Interface Service, see the Hardware Interface Service Component
Guide. For details on SAF authorization requirements for BCPii, see the BCPii documentation in the IBM MVS Programming:
Callable Services for High-Level Languages guide.

 NKAA85
CALL TO BCPII FAILED. PROCESSING: aa TYPE: bb. INFORMATION FOLLOWS...

CALL TO BCPII FAILED. PROCESSING: aa TYPE: bb. INFORMATION FOLLOWS...

Reason:

An error occurs while calling BCPii.

aa identifies the hardware entity name.
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bb identifies the entity type.

The message is written to HISLOG. An NKAA71 message follows showing the specific BCPii request and return information.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

For assistance, contact CA Support.

 NKAA90
ATTR: aa BCPII CODE (D): bb HWI CODE (D): cc

ATTR: aa BCPII CODE (D): bb HWI CODE (D): cc

Reason:

Debugging options are in effect to log attribute value retrieval from BCPii.

aa identifies the attribute name.

bb is the BCPii attribute code.

cc is the Hardware Interface Service attribute code.

The message is written to HISLOG.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NKAA91
SUPP LEN: aa RET LEN: bb

SUPP LEN: aa RET LEN: bb

Reason:

Debugging options are in effect to log attribute value retrieval from BCPii.

• aa
Is the length supplied to BCPii.

• bb
Is the length of the attribute value.

The message is written to HISLOG.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NKAA92
data

data

Reason:

Debugging options are in effect to log attribute value retrieval from BCPii.

data is a dump of the attribute value in hexadecimal and character.
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The message is written to HISLOG.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 NKAB84
CALL TO BCPII FAILED. PROCESSING: aa TYPE: bb. INFORMATION FOLLOWS...

CALL TO BCPII FAILED. PROCESSING: aa TYPE: bb. INFORMATION FOLLOWS...

Reason:

Call to BCPII failed.

The message is written to HISLOG.

aa - Entity Name, for example lparname

bb - Entity Type, for example LPAR

System Action:

None.

User Action:

See message NKAB85 that follows for return code information.

 NKAB85
BCPII REQUEST INFO. REQ: aa RC (D,X): bb cc DIAG: dd/ee/ff/gg/hh/ii

BCPII REQUEST INFO. REQ: aa RC (D,X): bb cc DIAG: dd/ee/ff/gg/hh/ii

Reason:

BCPII request information is returned.

The message is written to HISLOG.

aa - request name, for example HWIQUERY

bb - decimal return code

cc - hex return code

dd/ee/ff/gg/hh/ii - diagnostics information

System Action:

None.

User Action:

See the IBM document named z/OS MVS Programming: Callable Services for High-Level Languages to obtain an explanation
for the codes.

Note:

A common D,X code is 1031 00000407, that indicates A query attribute could not be retrieved because the targeted object
is deactivated and you should Verify that the targeted object is activated. Activate the object before attempting to retrieve this
same attribute again.

 NKAG80
BCPII EVENT RECEIVED. $HWBE FOLLOWS...

BCPII EVENT RECEIVED. $HWBE FOLLOWS...

https://www-01.ibm.com/servers/resourcelink/svc00100.nsf/pages/zOSV2R3sa231377?OpenDocument
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Reason:

An event from BCPii is received, and errors have been detected.

The message is written to HISLOG. A dump of the $HWBE control block follows.

System Action:

The $HWBE control block is logged (in character and hexadecimal) after this message.

User Action:

None.

 NKAG81
(xxx $HWBE) UNREC BCPII EVENT CODE/SUBCODE. VALUES: a b

(xxx $HWBE) UNREC BCPII EVENT CODE/SUBCODE. VALUES: a b

Reason:

An event from BCPii is received. The event has an invalid event code and subcode.

a is the event code (in decimal).

b is the subcode (in decimal).

The message is written to HISLOG. The message indicates whether the dumped $HWBE control block that it refers to
precedes or follows it in the log.

System Action:

The event is ignored.

User Action:

None.

 NKAG82
(xxx $HWBE) ERROR: aaa

(xxx $HWBE) ERROR: aaa

Reason:

An event from BCPii is received, and an error was detected.

aaa describes the error.

The message is written to HISLOG. The message indicates whether the dumped $HWBE control block that it refers to
precedes or follows it in the log.

System Action:

The event is ignored.

User Action:

For assistance, contact CA Support.

6 CA Mainframe Connector Messages

Details all CA Mainframe Connector messages.

Messages are generated to describe normal processing, warning situations, and error conditions that might occur. 

Enter the CA Mainframe Connector message number, or select a number from the Table of Contents in the left pane:
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 LXCMD000
 P1  

 Reason: 

This message is issued as a message ID for all responses to commands issued through the LXCMD interface.

 System Action: 

None.

 User Action: 

None.

 LXCMD001E
Linux System must be identified using either ADDR= or NAME= {NODE=}

Linux System must be identified using either ADDR= or NAME= {NODE=}

Reason:

When you issue an LXCMD command to a Linux system, identify the system with the following parameter:
ADDR=ip_address or NAME=name, and optionally NODE=vm_host.

System Action:

The command is rejected.

User Action:

Correct and retry the command.

 LXCMD002E
P1 is not currently registered

P1 is not currently registered

Reason:

A command was issued to the Linux system, but the system was not registered with Linux Connector.

P1 identifies the Linux system.

System Action:

The command is rejected.

User Action:

Wait until the Linux system has connected, and retry the command.

 LXCMD003
Parm from XINETD: P1

Parm from XINETD: P1

Reason:

The LXCMD command is invoked with WRITEPARM=YES.

P1 is the parameter string passed to the COMMANDS server from the Linux agent upon connection.

System Action:

None.

User Action:
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None.

 LXCMD003E
CMD= is required for LXCMD

CMD= is required for LXCMD

Reason:

An LXCMD command was issued without the CMD= parameter.

System Action:

The command is rejected.

User Action:

Correct and retry the command.

 LXCMD004I
COMMANDS server for P1 terminated by client

COMMANDS server for P1 terminated by client

Reason:

The COMMANDS server for a client was terminated by the client.

P1 identifies the client.

System Action:

The server terminates.

User Action:

None.

 LXCMD005E
Region terminating. Instance of COMMANDS server already running on p1.

Region terminating. Instance of COMMANDS server already running on p1.

Reason:

An instance of the COMMAND server is already registered using the token and port combination with which this server
is starting. p1 displays the token and port details, and the name of the job running the other server in the following format:
TKN(xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx) PT(ddddd) JOB(nnnnnnnn).

System Action:

The region is terminated.

User Action:

On an LPAR, ensure that each CA Mainframe Connector region runs with a different token and port combination.

 LXCMD006E
COMMANDS Server for P1 did not receive expected parm string

COMMANDS Server for P1 did not receive expected parm string

Reason:

A connection to the COMMANDS server for a Linux system did not receive the standard parameter string that is part of the
protocol for connecting to the Linux agent running on that system.

P1 identifies the Linux system where a Linux agent is running.
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System Action:

The connection is terminated.

User Action:

Ensure that the Linux agent has been installed and configured correctly.

For assistance, contact CA Support.

 LXCMD007E
COMMANDS Server for P1 received unexpected type for P2. P3

COMMANDS Server for P1 received unexpected type for P2. P3

Reason:

A connection to the COMMANDS server for a Linux system received an unexpected record type for P2.

P1 identifies the Linux system.

P2 is either a parameter string or the shell prompt.

P3 (optional) provides more information.

System Action:

The message is ignored.

User Action:

None.

 LXCMD008E
COMMANDS Server for P1 timed out waiting for the shell prompt

COMMANDS Server for P1 timed out waiting for the shell prompt

Reason:

A connection to the COMMANDS server for a Linux system timed out while waiting for the shell prompt.

P1 identifies the Linux system.

System Action:

The connection is terminated.

User Action:

None.

 LXCMD00E
P1

P1

Reason:

This message is issued as a message ID for all error responses to commands issued through the LXCMD interface.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.
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 LXCMD999
END OF RESPONSES

END OF RESPONSES

Reason:

This message is the last response to commands issued through the LXCMD interface.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 LXEVT001I
P1 P2 P3 P4 P5

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5

Reason:

This message is a normalized unsolicited message from a z/VM agent.

P1 identifies the z/VM system.

P2 is the user ID.

P3 is the event type.

P4 is the event class.

P5 is the event data.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 LXIN0001
Linux Connector initialization has started

Linux Connector initialization has started

Reason:

The Linux Connector has begun initializing.

System Action:

Linux Connector initialization continues.

User Action:

None.

 LXIN0002
Linux Connector startup status is p1

Linux Connector startup status is p1

Reason:

The Linux Connector initialization has reached a status of p1, which has the following possible values:

• INITIALIZED indicates that the initialization code has executed but the Linux Connector is not externally available.
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• AVAILABLE indicates that the Linux Connector is fully initialized and is available for external access.

System Action:

Linux Connector initialization continues to the next stage.

User Action:

None.

 LXIN0003
Linux Connector initialization ended

Linux Connector initialization ended

Reason:

The Linux Connector initialization has ended.

System Action:

Linux Connector initialization has finished.

User Action:

None.

 LXIN0004
Telnet Server address is p1 port p2

Telnet Server address is p1 port p2

Reason:

This Linux Connector region has started a Telnet Server.

p1 is the server IP address.

p2 is the server port number.

System Action:

Linux Connector region initialization continues.

User Action:

None.

 LXIN0005
Invalid Parameter: Name=p1 Value=p2

Invalid Parameter: Name=p1 Value=p2

Reason:

The Linux Connector has detected an invalid parameter name-value pair in its parmlib.

System Action:

The Linux Connector terminates. All parameters must be valid.

User Action:

Correct the erroneous parameter name-value pairs, and restart the Linux Connector.

 LXIN0006
Could not start the Telnet Server

Could not start the Telnet Server
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Reason:

The Linux Connector could not start a Telnet server.

System Action:

The Linux Connector region initialization continues, but no Telnet access is available.

User Action:

None.

 LXIN0007
TCPIP Stack Type and Stack Name or Stack SSID not specified

TCPIP Stack Type and Stack Name or Stack SSID not specified

Reason:

Linux Connector initialization has determined that a required value is not specified.

Stack Type must be specified. The value must be one of IBM, IBMV4, IBMV6, or TCPAXS.

If Stack Type is IBM*, then Stack Name must be specified and must be the name of a running TCP/IP stack.

If Stack Type is TCPAXS, then Stack SSID must be specified.

System Action:

The Linux Connector terminates.

User Action:

Specify valid values for STACKTYPE, and STACKNAME or STACKSSID in the Linux Connector LNXPARMS member,
and restart the Linux Connector.

 LXIN0008
Cannot start TCPIP

Cannot start TCPIP

Reason:

The Linux Connector initialization has not been able to start its TCP/IP interface. The most likely cause is that the TCP/IP
stack is not running. The Linux Connector will regularly retry the start command.

System Action:

The Linux Connector regularly retries the TCP/IP start command.

User Action:

1. Ensure that the Linux Connector LNXPARMS member specifies valid STACKNAME and STACKTYPE values.
2. Ensure that the specified TCP/IP stack is running.

 LXIN0009
p1 set to p2

p1 set to p2

Reason:

The Linux Connector initialization is documenting its TCP/IP parameters.

System Action:

Linux Connector initialization continues.

User Action:

None.
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 LXIN0010
Linux Connector parameter error, Linux Connector will terminate

Linux Connector parameter error, Linux Connector will terminate

Reason:

The Linux Connector encountered an error while trying to load its parameters. The Linux Connector cannot proceed with
invalid or no parameters.

System Action:

The Linux Connector will terminate. All parameters must be valid.

User Action:

1. Review and correct any parameter errors.
2. Restart the Linux Connector.

 LXIN0011
Duplicate p1 parameter, changing value from p2 (old) to p3 (new)

Duplicate p1 parameter, changing value from p2 (old) to p3 (new)

Reason:

The Linux Connector has encountered a duplicate parameter specification in its parmlib. The later value overrides the earlier
value.

System Action:

The Linux Connector overrides the earlier value specified with the later value.

User Action:

Edit your Linux Connector parmlib and remove all duplicate parameters before restarting the Linux Connector.

 LXIN0012
Invalid data set allocated to SYSTCPD: p1

Invalid data set allocated to SYSTCPD: p1

Reason:

The data set allocated to the SYSTCPD ddname is not valid. The data set allocated to this ddname must be the name of the
TCPIP.DATA data set used for the z/OS Communications Server. This name is found in the SYSTCPD DD statement of the
stack started task JCL member.

p1 can be one of the following values:

• no member specified for a partitioned data set
Indicates that a partitioned data set was allocated to SYSTCPD but a member name was not specified. A member name
must be specified when SYSTCPD is allocated as a partitioned data set, for example

//SYSTCPD DISP=SHR,DSN=TCPIP.DATA(TCPIP1)

• data set not physical sequential
Indicates that the data set allocated to SYSTCPD is not of the PS (physical sequential) organization. The data set allocated
to SYSTCPD must be have a data set organization of PS (or PO if a member is specified).

• error_message
Is the error message returned while attempting to access the SYSTCPD data set. Review the online help for this specific
error message.

System Action:
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The Linux Connector terminates.

User Action:

Change the data set name specified for the SYSTCPD ddname in the Linux Connector JCL member to the same data set name
specified for the SYSTCPD ddname in the z/OS Communications Server stack started task JCL member. Ensure that the
correct member name is also specified if the data set is a partitioned data set (the member must also match that specified in the
started task JCL member for the stack).

//SYSTCPD DISP=SHR,DSN=TCPIP.DATA(TCPIP1)

 LXIN0013
Linux Connector Parameter: Name=p1 Value=p2

Linux Connector Parameter: Name=p1 Value=p2

Reason:

The Linux Connector is documenting its initialization parameters.

System Action:

The Linux Connector continues initializing.

User Action:

None.

 LXIN0014
No data found in PARMLIB member

No data found in PARMLIB member

Reason:

Linux Connector attempted to read its initialization parameters from the parmlib member but no data was returned.

System Action:

Linux Connector terminates because it cannot continue initializing with no parameters.

User Action:

1. Ensure that the PARMLIB ddname is allocated to a PDS member and not a PDS data set.
2. Ensure that the parmlib member contains valid parameters.
3. Restart Linux Connector.

 LXLOG001A
p1 p2 p3

p1 p2 p3

Reason:

This message is a normalized unsolicited alert message from a Linux syslog daemon.

p1 identifies the Linux system.

p2 identifies the hosting z/VM system.

p3 is the message text appended by the Linux facility and timestamp in the following format: message_text { facility mmm-dd
hh:mm:ss }

System Action:

None.
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User Action:

None.

 LXLOG001C
p1 p2 p3

p1 p2 p3

Reason:

This message is a normalized unsolicited critical message from a Linux syslog daemon.

p1 identifies the Linux system.

p2 identifies the hosting z/VM system.

p3 is the message text appended by the Linux facility and timestamp in the following format: message_text { facility mmm-dd
hh:mm:ss }

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 LXLOG001D
p1 p2 p3

p1 p2 p3

Reason:

This message is a normalized unsolicited debug message from a Linux syslog daemon.

p1 identifies the Linux system.

p2 identifies the hosting z/VM system.

p3 is the message text appended by the Linux facility and timestamp in the following format: message_text { facility mmm-dd
hh:mm:ss }

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 LXLOG001E
p1 p2 p3

p1 p2 p3

Reason:

This message is a normalized unsolicited error message from a Linux syslog daemon.

p1 identifies the Linux system.

p2 identifies the hosting z/VM system.

p3 is the message text appended by the Linux facility and timestamp in the following format: message_text { facility mmm-dd
hh:mm:ss }

System Action:

None.
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User Action:

None.

 LXLOG001I
p1 p2 p3

p1 p2 p3

Reason:

This message is a normalized unsolicited informational message from a Linux syslog daemon.

p1 identifies the Linux system.

p2 identifies the hosting z/VM system.

p3 is the message text appended by the Linux facility and timestamp in the following format: message_text { facility mmm-dd
hh:mm:ss }

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 LXLOG001M
p1 p2 p3

p1 p2 p3

Reason:

This message is a normalized unsolicited emergency message from a Linux syslog daemon.

p1 identifies the Linux system.

p2 identifies the hosting z/VM system.

p3 is the message text appended by the Linux facility and timestamp in the following format: message_text { facility mmm-dd
hh:mm:ss }

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 LXLOG001N
p1 p2 p3

p1 p2 p3

Reason:

This message is a normalized unsolicited notice message from a Linux syslog daemon.

p1 identifies the Linux system.

p2 identifies the hosting z/VM system.

p3 is the message text appended by the Linux facility and timestamp in the following format: message_text { facility mmm-dd
hh:mm:ss }

System Action:

None.
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User Action:

None.

 LXLOG001W
p1 p2 p3

p1 p2 p3

Reason:

This message is a normalized unsolicited warning message from a Linux syslog daemon.

p1 identifies the Linux system.

p2 identifies the hosting z/VM system.

p3 is the message text appended by the Linux facility and timestamp in the following format: message_text { facility mmm-dd
hh:mm:ss }

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 LXLOG002E
Unable to connect to Linux on p1. Closing connection.

Unable to connect to Linux on p1. Closing connection.

Reason:

This message is issued after LXLOG002W has been issued 20 times.

The SYSLOG Server is not able to connect to a Linux system on the IP address p1 and is closing the connection.

The syslog daemon attempts to reconnect after a defined interval (usually 60 seconds), and this process is repeated.

Further occurrences of this message may indicate a TCP/IP problem on either the z/OS or Linux side of the connection.

System Action:

The specific connection is closed.

User Action:

Check the log and the Linux syslog for errors.

For assistance, contact CA Support at http://ca.com/support.

 LXLOG002W
Expected message p1 from LXCMD, Received p2

Expected message p1 from LXCMD, Received p2

Reason:

The syslog-ng daemon issued a command through LXCMD but did not receive the expected message.

P1 is the expected message.

P2 is the received message.

System Action:

The specific connection is closed.

User Action:

Check the log for other errors.

http://www.ca.com/support
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For assistance, contact CA Support.

 LXLOG003I
SYSLOGNG server for p1 terminated by syslog-ng daemon

SYSLOGNG server for p1 terminated by syslog-ng daemon

Reason:

A connection to the syslog-ng daemon on a Linux system was terminated by the daemon.

p1 identifies the Linux system.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 LXLOG004E
SYSLOGNG server for p1 returned fdbk(p2) waiting for events. p3

SYSLOGNG server for p1 returned fdbk(p2) waiting for events. p3

Reason:

The SYSLOGNG server for a Linux system encountered a problem while waiting for system activity.

p1 identifies the Linux system.

p2 is the system feedback.

p3 is the error message if available.

System Action:

The server terminates. The syslog-ng daemon retries the connection and processing should continue as normal.

User Action:

For assistance, contact CA Support.

 LXMON001I
Session with VM system p1 started. Timezone offset: p2 hrs p3 mins

Session with VM system p1 started. Timezone offset: p2 hrs p3 mins

Reason:

A z/VM agent has connected.

p1 identifies the z/VM system where the agent is running.

p2 and p3 show the time zone offset in hours and minutes.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 LXMON002E
NODEINFO record not received from p1 on p2

NODEINFO record not received from p1 on p2
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Reason:

A z/VM agent has connected; however, the correct protocol was not observed. The first record sent by the agent must be the
NODEINFO record identifying the z/VM system.

System Action:

The connection is terminated.

User Action:

Confirm that a z/VM agent is trying to connect. You may have misconfigured a Linux agent to connect to the z/VM server
port.

 LXMON003I
VM Server terminating for p1

VM Server terminating for p1

Reason:

A z/VM server is terminating the connection to a z/VM agent.

p1 identifies the system where the agent is running.

System Action:

The connection is terminated.

User Action:

None.

 LXMON004I
VMMON Server for p1 terminated By VM Agent

VMMON Server for p1 terminated By VM Agent

Reason:

A connection to the z/VM server for a system has been terminated by the z/VM agent on that system.

p1 identifies the system where the agent is running.

System Action:

The connection is terminated.

User Action:

None.

 LXMON005E
VMMON Server for p1 received unsupported message type: p2

VMMON Server for p1 received unsupported message type: p2

Reason:

A connection to the z/VM server for a system received an unsupported message type.

p1 identifies the system.

p2 is the message type.

System Action:

The message is ignored.

User Action:

None.
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 LXMSG001A
p1 p2 p3

p1 p2 p3

Reason:

This message is a normalized unsolicited asynchronous CP message from a z/VM agent.

p1 identifies the z/VM system.

p2 is the user ID.

p3 is the message text.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 LXMSG001C
p1 p2 p3

p1 p2 p3

Reason:

This message is a normalized unsolicited Single Console Image Facility (SCIF) message from a z/VM agent.

p1 identifies the z/VM system.

p2 is the user ID.

p3 is the message text.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 LXMSG001E
p1 p2 p3

p1 p2 p3

Reason:

This message is a normalized unsolicited CP error message (EMSG) from a z/VM agent.

p1 identifies the z/VM system.

p2 is the user ID.

p3 is the message text.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 LXMSG001I
p1 p2 p3
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p1 p2 p3

Reason:

This message is a normalized unsolicited informational message for CP (IMSG) from a z/VM agent.

p1 identifies the z/VM system.

p2 is the user ID.

p3 is the message text.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 LXMSG001M
p1 p2 p3

p1 p2 p3

Reason:

This message is a normalized unsolicited CP message (MSG or MSGNOH) from a z/VM agent.

p1 identifies the z/VM system.

p2 is the user ID.

p3 is the message text.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 LXMSG001S
p1 p2 p3

p1 p2 p3

Reason:

This message is a normalized unsolicited special message (SMSG) from a z/VM agent.

p1 identifies the z/VM system.

p2 is the user ID.

p3 is the message text.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 LXMSG001V
p1 p2 p3

p1 p2 p3

Reason:
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This message is a normalized unsolicited message directed to the virtual console by the virtual machine from a z/VM agent.

p1 identifies the z/VM system.

p2 is the user ID.

p3 is the message text.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 LXMSG001W
p1 p2 p3

p1 p2 p3

Reason:

This message is a normalized unsolicited CP warning message (WNG) from a z/VM agent.

p1 identifies the z/VM system.

p2 is the user ID.

p3 is the message text.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 LXPKG001I
Tracing turned p1 for VM Agent on p2

Tracing turned p1 for VM Agent on p2

Reason:

This message indicates whether the agent is being traced.

p1 indicates the tracing status, either ON or OFF .

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 LXUNSOL01I
Connected to Unsolicited Message Client p1 on p2

Connected to Unsolicited Message Client p1 on p2

Reason:

An unsolicited message traffic client has successfully connected to the Linux Connector Unsolicited Message Server.

p1 is the job name of the client.

p2 is the IP address of the client.

System Action:
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None.

User Action:

None.

 LXUNSOL02I
UNSOLMSG server for p1 terminated by client

UNSOLMSG server for p1 terminated by client

Reason:

A connection to the UNSOLMSG server for a client was terminated by the client.

p1 identifies the client.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.

 LXUNSOL03E
Unsolicited Message Client failed to send HELLO. Sent p1

Unsolicited Message Client failed to send HELLO. Sent p1

Reason:

An unsolicited message traffic client has successfully connected to the Linux Connector Unsolicited Message Server; however,
the client did not follow the correct connection protocol. Instead of sending HELLO, the client sent p1.

System Action:

The connection is terminated.

User Action:

For assistance, contact CA Support.

 LXUNSOL04W
Unsolicited Message Server Multi Client Handler started when not in Multi Client Mode

Unsolicited Message Server Multi Client Handler started when not in Multi Client Mode

Reason:

Linux Connector can operate in single or multiclient mode.

An unsolicited message server multiclient handler was started when the Linux Connector region was not in multiclient mode.

System Action:

The multiclient handler is terminated.

User Action:

To run Linux Connector in multiclient mode, update the LNXPARMS member to set the MULTICLIENT parameter to YES.

 LXUNSOL05E
Client p1 on p2 denied connection. Already connected to p3

Client p1 on p2 denied connection. Already connected to p3

Reason:

Linux Connector can operate in single client or multiclient mode.
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Linux Connector is currently in single client mode, and a request was received from a second client.

p1 is the name the client attempting to connect.

p2 is the IP address of the client attempting to connect.

p3 is the client that is already connected.

System Action:

The second client connection is terminated.

User Action:

To run Linux Connector in multiclient mode, update the LNXPARMS member to set the MULTICLIENT parameter to YES. 

 LXUNSOL06E
Region terminating. Instance of UNSOLMSG server already running on p1.

Region terminating. Instance of UNSOLMSG server already running on p1.

Reason:

An instance of the UNSOLMSG server is already registered using the token and port combination with which this server
is starting. p1 displays the token and port details, and the name of the job running the other server in the following format:
TKN(xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx) PT(ddddd) JOB(nnnnnnnn).

System Action:

The region is terminated.

User Action:

On an LPAR, ensure that each CA Mainframe Connector region runs with a different token and port combination.

7 Documentation Legal Notice

The documentation legal notice.
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